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ContaCt uS
We Welcome your thoughts on our rePort: 
PleAse send your feedbAck to 
sustainability@app.co.id

external frameworks
the content and quality of this report is guided by the global reporting Initiative (grI) 
sustainable development reporting guidelines (version 3.1). the report had been 
externally assured to the internationally recognised AA1000(As) and meets the 
requirements of grI Application level A+. our intention is to continue to seek 
external assurance for future sustainability reports and respond as appropriate to
 any areas of improvement identified in the assurance statements. 

the assurance statement covering this report content is presented on page 74.
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Welcome to App’s sustainability Report 2014. the past 
twelve months have been another year of monumental 
change within App as we continue to strive towards 
delivering the commitments set out in our sustainability 
Roadmap – vision 2020, and in our forest Conservation 
policy (fCp). 

our commitment to zero deforestation throughout 
our supply chain remains strong. Addressing the 
challenges that two years ago seemed insurmountable 
has become a real possibility thanks to the partnerships 
we have developed and the continuous support  
and constructive insights from our stakeholders.  
A significant event in 2014 for us was the signing of 
the New york declaration on forests, committing us 
alongside all other signatories to a vision of protecting 
global forestry while stimulating economic growth and 
improving climate resilience, biodiversity conservation 
and poverty alleviation. Alongside this, we committed  
to a one million hectare conservation programme, 
protecting and restoring ten ‘landscapes’  
across Indonesia. 

our approach to forest conservation is ground-breaking 
not only in Indonesia, but on a global level, too.  
I hope that we can set an example to other businesses, 
and pave the way to a more collaborative approach to 
tackling these vital sustainability issues. by publicly 
sharing our methodologies, challenges, results and 
achievements via our sustainability dashboard as  
we progress along this intrepid journey, we encourage 
other companies that have committed to addressing 
supply chain traceability and sustainability to use  
our approach as a template. 

I am, once again, heartened by our level of engagement 
with some of our harshest critics. following 
greenpeace’s progress Review in 2013, we invited 
the Rainforest Alliance to independently evaluate 
our progress in implementing the fCp. published in 
february 2015, the findings recognise the progress App 
has made in halting the deforestation of natural forest 
by its suppliers, and suggest improvements in certain 
areas, which we have started to implement. 

through our continuous engagement with stakeholders, 
and by pushing ahead with our implementation, we are 
making steady progress against the commitments set 
out in our fCp. In 2014 we completed our HCv and HCs 
assessments having overcome a number of unforeseen 
setbacks, largely relating to the availability of resources 
and the time required to produce good quality results 
to a consistently high standard.  A key learning 
from 2014 was the need to assess the hierarchy of 
the conflicting recommendations yielded from the 
various assessments undertaken, in order to ensure 
that our Integrated sustainable forest Management 
plans (IsfMps) reconcile the social, economic and 
environmental interests of all key stakeholders, and 
remain as valuable as possible in the years to come.

beyond the fCp, App’s vision 2020 Roadmap outlines 
our commitments regarding a number of sustainability 
issues that are material to our business. While our 
focus in the past two years has undoubtedly been on 
the fCp, we have been making progress in other areas, 
including water management at our mills and ongoing 
community engagement.

2015 will see us sharpen our focus on these  
broader issues within our vision 2020 Roadmap, 
and at the same time we will move into a new phase 
of our fCp, which will involve the completion and 
realisation of our IsfMps, as well as work to support 
our one million hectare conservation commitment. 
With increasing levels of engagement from our 
stakeholders, both locally and globally, I am confident 
we can simultaneously achieve sustainable forest 
management whilst retaining commercial success.
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the end of 2014 marks two and  
a half years after the launch of  
our sustainability Roadmap - 
vision 2020, and almost two years 
since the publication of our forest 
Conservation policy (fCp). both 
defined an important turning point 
in the way in which we approach 
business, and I am pleased with  
the progress we have made in  
living our new values. of course,  
it has not been an easy journey;  
we have faced numerous challenges 
and I anticipate many more.  
However, I am encouraged by  
the commitment of our own 
employees, our suppliers, our 
partners and our wider stakeholders, 
which has been instrumental in 
helping us to achieve our current 
level of progress. 

2014 is our second year of practical 
implementation, with respect to 
our fCp. I have been especially 
interested to see the results of the 
various elements – the HCv and HCs 
assessments, peatland assessment, 
wood supply studies and social 
conflict mapping – come together 
to form the initial development of 
our Integrated sustainable forest 
Management plans (IsfMp). We are 
not as far ahead as we had hoped; 
in fact, we have a significant way 
to go before our IsfMps are fully 
developed and operational, but our 
progress in Jambi province is paving 
the way. our landscape approach 
to developing our IsfMps will help 
to ensure that all of the different 
groups living and working in and 
around the areas of forest where 
App’s suppliers operate are working 
together towards a common goal of 
forest protection and preservation.

StatEmEnt from 
thE managing 
DirECtor of 
SuStainability & 
StakEholDEr 
EngagEmEnt
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In many respects, the work we are undertaking now 
is pioneering. If we were not encountering any issues 
along the way, I would argue that we would not be 
challenging ourselves enough. two of our most notable 
challenges during 2014 included the need to refine  
our initial HCs assessments to improve the quality of 
the results, and our realisation that the data we require 
to develop our peatland best practice Management 
plans is insufficient (read more about our solutions  
on page 38). these obstacles have caused some 
delays to our initial timeline, but we are committed to 
resolving these challenges, in order to achieve credible 
outcomes. ultimately, the results of all of these 
assessments will inform the way that we,  
along with our suppliers, manage Indonesia’s forests 
for the foreseeable future. It is paramount we get  
this right and take these innovative steps today  
to protect Indonesia’s forests in the long term.

I have welcomed the findings of the Rainforest Alliance 
in their public evaluation of our performance to date. 
furthermore, I am encouraged by the constructive 
dialogue we have with other Ngos, many of whom have 
in the past been critics of App. We pledge to continue 
engaging openly with our stakeholders.  

App is two and a half years into delivering against  
the commitments set out in our sustainability Roadmap 
- vision 2020, and we have reached the end of phase 1. 
Within this phase, we pledged to increase efficiencies 
and accelerate implementation of key sustainability 
initiatives by 2015.  Now it is time to reflect on our 
achievements and lessons learned, and to ensure  
our strategy is sufficient to help deliver phase 2;  
to become the global sustainable leader in our industry 
and a key creator of sustainable and responsible value 
where we operate, by 2020. 

Crucially, I believe that protecting and restoring 
Indonesia’s forests is everybody’s responsibility, rather 
than that of just one company in one particular country. 
As a consequence of prolonged and widespread global 
deforestation in the past, Indonesia’s forests currently 
represent some of the last remaining natural woodland 
on earth. this is the driver, alongside the signing of  
the New york declaration on forests, which lead us  
to commit to the protection and restoration of  
1 million hectares of Indonesia’s forests.

Collaboration will be central to our success;  
App’s achievements to date have been possible  
largely through collaboration with our partners,  
the communities where we operate, and of course 
our suppliers. Relatively speaking, our achievements 
have been minimal. If we can demonstrate that zero 
deforestation policies are effective and commercially 
viable, we can inspire others to do the same. We need 
global collaboration, beyond the remit of App and our 
suppliers, if we are to effect meaningful change on  
a larger scale.

Aida greenbury,
Managing director of sustainability & 
stakeholder engagement at App
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Asia pulp & paper group (App) is a 
trade name for a group of pulp and 
paper manufacturing companies 
in Indonesia and China. App is 
responsible for delivering quality 
products to meet the growing global 
demand for tissue, packaging and 
paper. on any given day, our products 
find their way into the hands of 
consumers in a variety of ways all 
over the world.

starting in 1972 with tjiwi Kimia 
producing caustic soda, we now 
run operations across Indonesia 
and China with an annual combined 
pulp, paper, packaging product and 
converting capacity of over 19 million 
tons per annum. today, App markets 
its products in more than 120 
countries across six continents.

over the years, we have expanded 
our operations significantly through 
the acquisition and expansion of 
several of our pulp and paper mills. 
It’s our commitment to customer 
satisfaction that enables us to grow 
our share in paper sales worldwide 
and broaden our presence through 
offices in many countries. We believe 
‘tradition and modernity go hand in 
hand’ which means we value long 
term relationships as part of our 
eastern traditions, while we also are 
eager to embrace the modern values 
of innovation and efficiency.

9

2014

2014

2014

2013

2013

2013

2012

2012

2012

38,493

$5,569m

10,669,000

40,072

$5,565 m

9,847,650

42,943

$5,597m

9,455,646

2014 at a glanCE
about 
aSia pulp & papEr

1 

finanCial pErformanCE (in 000 uSD)

289,738

EMPLOYEE
COMPENSATION

9,772

PAYMENTS
TO
GOVERNMENT801,649

RETAINEd
EARNINGS

OPERATING 
COSTS 2

4,390,872

PAYMENTS 
TO 
PROVIdERS
Of CAPITAL
241,360

3,134

COMMuNITY 
INVESTMENTS

1 the calculation in 2013 was revised to include eMf.
2 operating cost was calculated as Cost of goods sold (Cogs).
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from a very humble beginning, App has emerged into 
an industry leader with an integrated pulp, paper and 
packaging grade capacity in Indonesia of more than  
9 million tonnes per year. As App expands, the company 
has taken steps to reinforce and build on its regional 
market position through the introduction of higher quality 
products and enhancements, investments in  
new technology as well as improving our processes  
and productivity. 

today, App’s products include bleached hardwood paper 
pulp and a full range of paper, tissue, packaging, and 
stationery products from commodity-grade base paper, 
tissue and industrial paper to value-added writing  
and printing paper, coated paper and boards. We also  
offer converted hygiene products, office supply products, 
specialty paper and a wide range of converted stationery 
products. 

Customer satisfaction is measured every year through  
a global survey, covering all of our mills. We are pleased to 
see one area we targeted to improve in 2014 following  
the 2013 survey, sales services, is now seen as a  
strong point by our customers. other areas of  
high performance were how we respond to queries, 
building long term supply partnerships and packaging 
quality. looking towards 2015 we will focus our efforts 
in improving the areas where performance was lowest; 
claim handling, on time delivery and product promotional 
support.

our proDuCtS
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As our products are sold globally, we have a range of market specific certifications for our products. to find out more 
about additional certification we can offer please contact your local sales office. 

proDuCt CErtifiCation

CeRtIfICAtIoN MIlls 

App MIlls CeRtIfICAtIoN stAtus

Halal Halal Halal Halal Halal Halal Halal

ecolabel - 
eu 
standard

us
ecolabel

Iso 9706 Iso 9706Iso 9706 Iso 9706

Quality Iso 9001 Iso 9001Iso 9001 Iso 9001Iso 9001 Iso 9001Iso 9001 Iso 9001 Iso 9001

product Quality

Indah Kiat 
perawang

pindo deli 
perawang

Indah Kiat 
tangerang

lontar 
papyrus

ekamas 
fortuna

univenus 
perawang

Indah Kiat 
serang

pindo deli 
Karawang tjiwi Kimia

ecolabel - 
Indonesian 
standard

ecolabel - 
Indonesian 
standard

ecolabel - 
Indonesian 
standard

green Mark 
- taiwan 
ecolabel 
standard

green seal

green label 
- singapore

green label 
- singapore

sNI 
7274:2008

sNI 
7274:2008

 sNI 
tissue 

Iso 14001

ReACH/
svHC 
screening

svHC 
screening

svHC 
screening

svHC 
screening

ReACH

Iso 50001 Iso 50001 Iso 50001

pRopeR 
(blue)

pRopeR 
(blue)

pRopeR 
(blue)

pRopeR 
(blue)

pRopeR 
(pd 1: blue, 
pd 2: green)

Iso 14001Iso 14001 Iso 14001Iso 14001 Iso 14001Iso 14001 Iso 14001environment

sMK3 sMK3sMK3

oHsAs 
18001

oHsAs 
18001

oHsAs 
18001

sMK3 sMK3sMK3 sMK3sMK3Health & safety

pefC

svlK

leI

pefC

svlK

leI

pefC

svlK

pefC pefC

svlK svlK svlK

leI

pefC

svlK

pefC

svlK

leI

pefC

svlK

leI

Chain of Custody

food 
packaging 
direct 
Contact-fdA 
usA

food grade 
paper/board 
- fdA usA & 
germany 
Recommen-
dation xxxvI

food grade 
paper/board 
- fdA usA & 
germany 
Recommen-
dation xxxvI

food Contact 
safety grade 
for paper and 
paper board 
- fdA usA & 
germany 
Recommen-
dation xxxvI

others

AstM and 
eN71 part 
1,2,3,9

Iso 22000 Iso 22000

Iso17025

eN71 
part 3

Robinson 
test

AstM and 
eN71 part 
3 & 9

IspM 
(phytosanitary)

IspM 
(phytosanitary)

IspM 
(phytosanitary)

IspM 
(phytosanitary)

IspM 
(phytosanitary)

RoHs RoHs RoHsproduct specific RoHs RoHs
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employees: 2,121
production capacity: 407,000 tonnes 
production lines: 20 tissue machines, 25 tissue 
converting machines
Key products: tissue 

located in Riau province, pindo deli perawang focuses 
on the production of jumbo roll to the tissue converting 
market. A focus on safety in 2014 culminated with 
the mill being awarded sMK3 and oHsAs 18001 
certifications, a key achievement for the year. 

employees: 2,298
production capacity: 1,201,000 tonnes
production lines: 2 pulp lines, 6 tissue machines.
Key products: lbKp (pulp) and tissue

one of the world’s largest vertically integrated pulp 
and tissues mills, lontar papyrus exports its products 
around the world, from China to taiwan, south Korea, 
Japan, south east Asia, extending to the Middle east, 
Africa, and europe. the mil was established in 1992, 
starting production of pulp in 1994 and tissue in 1998. 
As an integrated mill, lontar papyrus is able to use 
waste products from the pulping process, in 2014  
the mills share of renewable energy was 75%.  
Coal use decreased 5% compared to 2013,  
improving carbon emissions for the mill during  
the year. 

employees: 6,053
production capacity: 1,176,000 tonnes 
production lines: 10 paper machines, 2 tissue 
machines, 1 chipboard machine 
Key products: writing, printing, copier, pre-print and 
other premium wood-free papers, cast-coated paper, 
paperboards, carbon-less, thermal and art paper and 
tissue.

Comprised of two mills, pindo deli Karawang produces 
paper from purchased pulp and pre-consumer waste. 
products produced include paper, tissue and  
packaging products largely for export. the mills holds 
the energy management standard Iso 50001 for  
its power generation and distribution, achieving a  
9% reduction in energy intensity in 2014. the mill 
achieved the “green Industry” level 5 award from  
the Ministry of Industry in 2014.

employees:   5,434
production capacity: 1,570, 000 tonnes 
production lines: 6 paper machines 
Key products: coated boxboards, test linerboards, 
corrugating medium, corrugated cartons

Indah Kiat serang is one of the biggest paper  
packaging companies located in serang, banten 
province, Indonesia. the 550 hectare facility is 
strategically located in close proximity to a port and  
is unique amongst App’s mills, sourcing the majority 
of its raw material from post-consumer waste, which 
is supplemented by virgin fibre to improve the strength 
of the paper products. the mill serves a global client 
base, selling its products primarily to the Asian and 
pacific market. Indah Kiat serang is the first Asian 
company to be awarded by the bureau of International 
Recycling (bIR) for dramatically increasing its use of 
recycle paper.

employees:  1,180
production capacity:  105,000
production lines: 3 paper machines 
Key products: coloured printing, writing and copier, 
computer and duplicator paper

Indah Kiat tangerang specialises in the production of 
coloured paper grades and is now one of the world’s 
largest in this product segment. Its raw material 
sourcing includes both pre-consumer waste and 
purchased pulp and it exports 85% of its products  
to a global client base. In 2014 the mill achieved  
the “green Industry” level 5 award from the  
Ministry of Industry, in recognition for its 
environmental performance. 

our millS

pinDo DEli pErawang lontar papyruS

pinDo DEli karawang

inDah kiat SErang

inDah kiat tangErang

1. 4.

5.

2.

3.
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employees: 9,149
production capacity: 4,335,000 tonnes
production lines: 4 pulp lines, 
9 paper machines.
Key products: lbKp (pulp), wood free 
printing, writing, copier and coated 
papers.

Indah Kiat pulp & paper perawang Mill 
is strategically located in perawang,  
on the island of sumatra. With the  
siak River as a major transportation 
link, the mill also benefits from 
local plantations for raw materials. 
A dedicated water improvement 
programme in 2014 saw an increase in 
the amount of water reused by 5%.

employees: 49
production capacity: 18,250 tonnes
production lines: 1 tissue machine
Key products: tissue

univenus perawang is a small  
tissue mill, returned to full operation  
in 2014 after suffering from fire in 
2013. It is located adjacent to Indah Kiat 
perawang and pindo deli perawang.

inDah kiat pErawang

univEnuS pErawang

6.

7.
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App MIlls

employees:   710
production capacity: 180,000 tonnes
production lines: 2 paper machines
Key products: corrugated medium, wrapping papers, 
chipboard, core board, Kraft liner, paper core, paper 
tube, paper sheet, and heavy board.

ekamas fortuna is situated in east Java, producing 
base and converted paper that utilises post-consumer 
waste as a raw material. products are largely sold to 
the Indonesian domestic market, with 10% exported to 
more than 10 countries worldwide.

EkamaS fortuna 9.
employees:  11,386 
production capacity: 1,677,000 tonnes
production lines: 13 paper machines
Key products: printing, writing, copier, carbon-less, 
exercise books, writing pads, envelopes, computer 
forms, gift wrapping paper and shopping bags.

tjiwi Kimia is located in sidoarjo, near  
surabaya in east Java. the mill which started as  
a caustic soda plant, now boasts many state-of- 
the-art paper and converting machines making it  
one of the world’s largest stationery manufacturers. 
the mill commenced production in 1978 with an 
annual paper production capacity of 12,000 tons.  
today the mill produces over 1,600,000 tons of  
value-added products such as coated art, cast coated, 
specialty paper, carbonless paper and huge range of 
school and office stationery. exercise books, pads, 
spirals, hardback books, drawing books, shopping 
bags, stationery, envelopes, continuous forms, file 
folders and others make up the range of converted 
stationery products. In 2014 the mill used 9%  
recycled fibre to compliment virgin fibre.

tjiwi kimia 8.

SUMATRA

JAVA

 

JAKARTA

8

 

univenus
perawang

pindo deli
perawang

Indah Kiat
perawang

lontar 
papyrus

Headquarter,
Jakarta

pindo deli
Karawang

tjiwi 
Kimia

ekamas
fortuna

Indah Kiat
tangerang

Indah Kiat
serang
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5

8

9
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awarDS in 2014

MIll AWARd oRgANIsAtIoN

Indah Kiat mills

Indah Kiat perawang

Indah Kiat tangerang

Indah Kiat serang

frontier Consulting group & tempo 
Magazine (2014)

la tofi enterprise

Ministry of Industry

la tofi school of CsR

Ministry of labor and 
transmigration

frontier Consulting group 
& tempo Magazine (2014)

tjiwi Kimia

lontar papyrus

pindo deli Karawang

ekamas fortuna

HQ

Corporate Image Award 
paper Category- excellence in 
building and Managing Corporate 
Image

Indonesia green Awards: 
the use of paper strapping as a 
base for handmade bag products by 
“Kelompok pengrajin tunas Harapan

green Industry Awards

Indonesia green Awards:
developing Handicraft business using 
paper waste as the raw materials

Runner-up in bipartite Cooperation
Institution Awards

Corporate Image Award 
paper Category- excellence in  
building and Managing Corporate Image

green Industry Awards

green Industry Awards

best program for Contagious disease 
& HIv AIds  prevention and handling 
for private Companies sector

Indonesia green Awards: 
utilisation of Cow Manure for biogas 
for Community empowerment in 
sumberejo and gampingan villages, 
pagak, Malang

sustainability Reporting Award:
the Most Impressive sustainability 
strategy Reporting

office of the president’s special 
envoy

la tofi enterprise

National Center for sustainability 
Reporting

Ministry of Industry

Ministry of Industry
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launched in 2013, App’s vision 2020 Roadmap is the heart of our sustainability strategy, focussing our efforts towards 
our key environment, social and economic impacts.

the issues within our strategy were identified in response to our stakeholder’s expectations - for each issue, we have 
established a clear progress commitment to guide our efforts and enable our stakeholders to hold us to account. 

We use a range of standards, guidance and tools, applying them in the most appropriate way to effectively manage  
our impacts. our goal is always to strive for global best practice and to play an active role in the most relevant 
organisations and institutions including the united Nations global Compact, Indonesian business Cooperation for 
sustainable development (IbCsd), Indonesia pulp and paper Association (ApKI) and the sustainability Consortium.

our most significant impacts, in the context of our own operations, include direct emissions to air and water  
and those emissions associated with the fuel used to generate energy required for our pulp and paper mills.   
our stakeholders also expect App to manage the impacts of our suppliers, particularly the activities associated  
with our pulpwood suppliers. the pertinent issues primarily relate to forest management practices.

our strategy is not only about managing impacts and risk, but also about using our influence as a company to turn 
sustainability into opportunity. We have the ability to influence forestry practices in Indonesia, a globally important  
and sensitive ecosystem. our operations, particularly the mills located in remote regions drive significant positive 
social and economic impact through the employment we provide. products manufactured in our mills are based  
on recyclable and sustainably sourced raw materials.

vIsIoN

to become a leading and respected global pulp and paper company that 
provides superior value to customers, community, employees and share-
holders, responsibly and sustainably.

goveRNANCe eNvIRoNMeNt

Iso 26000
global Reporting Initiative

sustainable forest Management Certification

stakeholder engagement
IfC/World bank guidelines for pulp and paper

M
A

N
A

g
eM

eN
t 

to
o

ls
 A

N
d

 s
tA

N
d

A
R

d
s

soCIAl

board oversight Mills environment 
performance

employee Welfare

Community 
development &
Welfare

Corporate policy & 
Management systems

fibre sourcing

Water Management

Climate Change

biodiversity & 
Conservation

stakeholder 
Management & 
disclosure

Chain of Custody 
Certification

business Code 
of Conduct

Whistleblowing
program

High Conservation value forest Conservation

Iso14001

Iso9001 sMK3

oHsAs 18001

Iso14064

IpCC

WRI/WbCso gHg
protocol

uN guiding principles 
on business and  
Human rights

uN Millenium 
development 
goals

fpIC  
principles
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App’s forest Conservation policy (fCp) has been developed in order to fulfil the commitments of the Roadmap  
that relate to our pulpwood suppliers. our fCp has included a moratorium on all natural forest clearance by our 
Indonesian suppliers and a commitment to zero deforestation, informed by our High Conservation value (HCv) and  
High Carbon stock (HCs) assessments, social conflict mapping, peatland management and wood supply studies.   
you can read about the fCp in detail on page 29.

a foCuS on forEStS – our forESt ConSErvation poliCy

18

Summary of CommitmEntS -  viSion 2020 roaDmap

fIbRe souRCINg

INdIgeNous people

CoNseRvAtIoN ANd bIodIveRsIty

100% independent 3rd party 
verification for pulpwood legality

Zero fibre from High Conservation 
value  forest

100% sustainable plantation wood for 
pulp by 2015

Adopt international guidelines for 
the protection of indigenous people’s 
customary rights in the forest

support the national target to 
preserve designated protected  
and conservation areas

support the national target to 
increase by 3% the population of  
14 specified endangered species

100% sustainable forest Management 
(sfM) certified pulpwood

Maintain a sustainable proportion 
of recovered fibre in addition to 
renewable virgin fibre

Achieved

Achieved

Ahead of target

on track

on track

on track

on track

on track

Accelerated progress and achieved by end 
2012

All conversion of natural forest was halted  
in 2013

from september 2013 onward, only plantation 
wood is used for pulp production in all App 
mills

Conflict resolution procedure updated 
to improve categorising, prioritising and 
implementing the conflict resolution process

KpIs implemented for employees with 
responsibility for the implementation of  
social conflict action plans 

fpIC process implemented during 
development of oKI pulp mill

obtained a license for managing a 8,300 ha 
area of ecosystem restoration concession in 
south sumatra 

launched 1m hectare commitment which  
will be implemented across 10 landscapes

Conducted 30 awareness raising sessions and  
three training sessions, covering avoidance of 
human-tiger conflict in forest areas in south 
sumatra and Riau.    

Conducted three training sessions in 
mitigating human-elephant conflict at  
App supplier concessions

77%

34%



3 see page 63 for more details. 
4 see page 62 for more details.

5 see page 64 for more details. 
6 see page 52 for more details. 19

eMIssIoNs

WAteR

WAste

HeAltH ANd sAfety

Achieve minimum 10% reduction of 
carbon intensity (tCo2e/ton product) 
by 2020

Improve management of water use  
in line with the uN global Compact 
Ceo Water Mandate programme

Achieve minimum 25% accumulated 
reduction of solid waste goes to  
on-site landfill based on 2010

Zero fatality for employee and 
contractors, major fire incidents  
and  internal traffic accidents

Achieve 10% reduction of water 
intensity (m3/ton product) based  
on 2013 baseline by 2020

Achieve minimum 10% below national 
and/or regional limit for Cod and bod

Waste water quality to be reported 
in kg/adt. Measurement should 
be reliable and acceptable by 
international standard.

standardise lost time and injury 
reporting across all mills to 
global Reporting Initiative (gRI) 
requirements

Achieve minimum 10% annual 
reduction of energy intensity (gJ/ton 
product) based on 2012 baseline

Achieve minimum 10% below 
national and/or regional limit 
for annual sox & Nox emission

(New)
behind 
target

on track

(New)
behind 
target

(New)
behind 
target

(New)
on track

(New)
on track

(New)
In 
progress

(New)
In 
progress

(New)
behind 
target

on track

Carbon emissions intensity increased 0.7% in 
20143 

Water footprint assessment complete in two 
mills during 2014

Waste to landfill increased 1% in 20145.  
As well as targeting a reduction we also need 
to improve data quality of this metric 

8 fatalities in 20146.

from 2015 we will report major fire incidents 
and number of internal traffic accidents as a 
separate safety KpI

Achieved 11% reduction in water intensity in 
2014

Achieved for all mills in 2014

In 2015 we will report this data where 
available and commit to reporting this 
information for mills which currently are 
unable to provide this data

We will report against the relevant gRI g4 
indicators in our 2015 sustainability Report

energy intensity increased 3% in 20144

All mills achieved in 2014
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looking forward to 2015, we will continue to work hard  
to deliver the goals we have set ourselves. our fCp 
will remain a key focus area as we move towards the 
development of our Integrated sustainable forest 
Management plans, informed by the results of our  
HCs and HCv assessments, and the numerous other 
studies we have conducted in the past two years as part of 
our fCp. peatland management will also take a significant 
step forward, as we conduct pioneering land mapping 
exercises through the year. you can read more about these 
challenges and steps we are taking to overcome them in 
the sustainable forest Management section of this report. 

for our mills, the focus remains on managing and 
reducing the intensity of carbon, energy, water and waste 
from our production processes, and driving forward with 
initiatives that will improve health and safety performance.

We draw on a range of tools to monitor and report 
progress against our Roadmap. since setting out 
our Roadmap we first had to understand the current 
performance of our mills and suppliers. We use mill  
and supplier sustainability scorecards to make this initial 
assessment; a process that has been piloted throughout 
2014. Not only do the results take into account our current 
performance, they also help to inform our strategy, 
recognising that no mill or supplier is identical - each 
requires tailored expectations and support from App. 

transparent communication of our activities and progress 
is central to the philosophy of our Roadmap. our annual 
sustainability reports provide an overview of our progress, 
aligned to gRI reporting guidelines, the globally recognised 
standard in sustainability reporting. App’s sustainability 
reports are also externally assured by an independent 
assurance provider. our sustainability website includes 
a library of more up to date information, including press 
releases and news items related to sustainability.  
for more detailed information on our forest Conservation 
policy a dedicated sustainability Monitoring dashboard7 is 
available online. developed in partnership with  
the forest trust (tft), the dashboard provides full 
mapping of our suppliers’ concessions, in-depth data,  
field reports, operating procedures and monthly updates. 

our biggESt ChallEngES

monitoring anD rEporting

7 http://www.fcpmonitoring.com/
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App cannot deliver on its commitments without  
the support of external experts. since 2012, we have 
worked with tft, a global non-profit organisation 
whose main focus has been to support App in 
developing and implementing the fCp, including 
HCs assessments as well as our supplier and mill 
scorecards. tft  supported the development  of  
App’s sustainability dashboard, our channel for 
progress updates relating to our fCp commitments. 
two partners, ekologika and ApCs have worked 
with App to carry out HCv assessments since 2013, 
providing resources ‘on the ground’ through their  
team of expert consultants. Working closely alongside 
our partners has helped to build capacity within our 
own organisation to carry out supplier assessments.

As a global organisation App has a diverse range of 
stakeholders. We engage on a variety of levels, from 
formal engagement platforms including our focus 
group discussions (fgds) that form part of our fCp, 
through to much more informal communications, 
such as discussions within our host communities or 
listening to feedback from an overseas customer. 
ensuring we have channels to engage and respond 
in an appropriate manner is a constant challenge.  
engaging with an indigenous host community requires 
a very different approach to a global Ngo. 

stakeholder engagement at App is coordinated by 
our sustainability and stakeholder engagement (sse) 
team, based in Jakarta, who is supported by regional 
representatives across our key overseas markets; 
europe, us and Australasia. our dedicated regional 
stakeholder engagement team works to support 
the sales function, handling customer enquiries and 
working with local stakeholders in the market, such as 
Ngos and trade associations.

We play an active role in supporting organisations 
such as the united Nations global Compact under 
the Indonesia global Compact Network, Indonesian 
business Cooperation for sustainable development 
(IbCsd), Indonesia pulp and paper Association 
(ApKI) and the sustainability Consortium. In 2014 
Aida greenbury presented at the sustainable brands 
conference in san diego on the subject of engaging 
stakeholders to realise zero deforestation, just 
one example of App engaging publically with wider 
stakeholders.

ExtErnal ExpErtS

StakEholDEr EngagEmEnt

Engaging with thE global 
SuStainability Community

EMPLOYEES GOVERNMENTS

uNIONS MEdIA

EduCATIONAL
ESTAbLIShMENTSCONTRACTORS

NGOS

CuSTOMERS

SuPPLIERS

hOST
COMMuNITIES
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In line with global best practice, and in response to recommendations made by the assurors of our 2013 sustainability 
Report, we have updated our process of determining materiality issues and their relative priority. We surveyed our 
global sustainability and stakeholder engagement sse team, who are directly responsible for day to day engagement 
with our stakeholders, in order to understand issue prioritisation from the perspectives of local communities, Ngos, 
local government and local media. the results were considered against wider industry and societal trends, before being 
finalised into a materiality matrix through an externally facilitated workshop, attended by App employees responsible 
for stakeholder engagement. 

We intend to continue to develop our approach to materiality, using the outputs to identify trends and emerging issues, 
and to inform the evolution of our sustainability strategy, in response to stakeholders’ needs.  

matEriality 

Noise 
transport

talent retention

business ethnics
Indirect economic impacts
diversity and equal opportunities
Waste

transparency and disclosure
Marketing communication
Human rights
biodiversity
Carbon emissions

Corporate governance
Regulatory compliance
Community engagement
sustainable fibre sourcing
product labelling and certification
Air emissions

employee welfare
energy use

Research & development
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IMpoRtANCe to App
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Asia pulp & paper group (App) is  
a trade name for a group of pulp 
and paper manufacturing companies 
in Indonesia and China. for App 
Indonesia operations, each mill 
or group of mills that operates under  
the App brand operates individually 
as a legal entity with its own 
individual shareholders. App 
Indonesia’s sole fibre supplier, 
sinar Mas forestry is a wholly 
owned company belonging to  
the same holding company; 
purinusa ekapersada.

governance arrangements for each 
legal entity broadly follow the same 
structure. 

govErnanCE

pt purinuSa EkapErSaDa

pt inDah kiat pulp & 
papEr tbk

othEr 
pulpwooD 
SuppliErS

pt arara 
abaDi

pt 
wirakarya 
Sakti

ikpp 
pErawang 
mill

ikpp 
tangErang 
mill

ikpp  
SErang mill

pt pabrik kErtaS  
tjiwi kimia tbk

pt pinDo DEli pulp 
anD papEr millS

pt lontar papyruS pulp anD papEr inDuStry

pt EkamaS 
fortuna

gEnEral mEEting  of SharEholDErS

boarD of CommiSSionErS

boarD of DirECtorS

auDit CommittEE

intErnal auDitCorporatE SECrEtary

finanCE & aCCounting

SalES & markEting

hrD & ga

it

proCurEmEnt

logiStiCS

lEgal

proDuCtion (millS)

SpECial projECtS

CoMpANy stRuCtuRe

MIlls’ goveRNANCe stRuCtuRe
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the board of Commissioners holds ultimate responsibility 
for the delivery and management of our financial, 
economic and social performance. Responsibilities are 
divided into a number of functions; implementing the 
company’s policies and strategy, risk management,  
good Corporate governance (gCg), and monitoring 
performance of the board of directors. the nomination 
process for the board of Commissioners are conducted 
through the general Meeting of shareholders and voted 
upon by shareholders. In line with local regulation, at least 
30% of the board of Commissioners are independent from 
the company.  

the sse team are responsible for the development of 
App’s sustainability strategy and the implementation and 
monitoring of sustainability initiatives, reporting to the 
board of Commissioners. they are also responsible for 
communications to all international stakeholders. based in 
Jakarta, the team have a network of representatives across 
the world that supports local stakeholder engagement 
in their respective regions. the team is responsible for 
stimulating and facilitating these conversations, being both 
responsive and proactive in their approach.

the Corporate Affairs and Communications (CAC) team  
are responsible for corporate communications,  
governance and CsR. they engage in the regulatory 
landscape, monitoring trends and engaging government 
via industry associations on various policy issues related 
to pulp and paper manufacturing and product export. 
Issues of a more regional nature, such as minimum wages 
and labour unions are handled by each mill respectively. 
National media relations are handled by the CAC team, 
whereas local media is the responsibility of each mill 
individually. In terms of CsR, the CAC team have the 
oversight of all the mills’ individual initiatives and support 
them through elevated exposure of their programmes, 
particularly with local and national government. 

2424



the Joint steering Committee (JsC) consisting of 
App, sinarmas forestry, and tft as the external 
stakeholder representative, was established in 2013 
with the specific purpose of assessing progress 
against the fCp. JsC reports to App top management, 
undertaking the role of overseeing the implementation 
of the fCp. the committee reviews all fCp grievances 
and meets with stakeholders. 

the solutions Working group (sWg) was established 
in 2013. It brings together App and its outside 
experts with civil society groups working to conserve 
Indonesia’s forests and wildlife and secure community 
rights in an informal, non-legally binding forum.  
the sWg serves as a venue for addressing concerns 
on both sides and provides a mechanism for effective 
communication in relation to App’s sustainability 
Roadmap, fCp and the performance targets and 
milestones developed by the environmental paper 
Network (epN). Ngo members are greenpeace, WWf, 
Rainforest Action Network (RAN), environmental paper 
Network (epN) and Wahana bumi Hijau (WbH).

ExtErnal StakEholDEr 
rEprESEntation

due to the decentralised nature of App, a dedicated 
Mbos (Management by olympic system) team  
plays a vital role in maintaining alignment of  
the mill business units from top management.  
the function is responsible for setting targets and 
KpIs at the mills, monitoring their performance and 
reporting the mills’ progress to App management.  
the data not only provides management with a view  
on progress, it also supports investment decisions that 
will be vital in realising our Roadmap commitments. 
Making targets relevant to each mill is a complex task. 
given the unique nature of each production unit or 
function it would be inappropriate to set group wide 
targets for each mill to adhere to. Careful consideration 
is given to the type of product produced, technological 
maturity of assets, and economic and market climate 
before targets are set. the process also facilitates 
knowledge sharing sessions, bringing the similar 
functions at each mill together to share best practice 
and discuss process improvements.

monitoring pErformanCE

the Internal Audit division (IAd) provides the critical 
role as an independent team to provide objective 
assurance across our business. based on risk 
mapping and audit plans, IAd performs reviews on 
business processes and compliance to procedures 
in group and mill level, investigating cases to reveal 
any misconduct through audit findings and provide 
audit recommendations. the function delivers 
significant improvements to operational activities. 
IAd also monitors the implementation of audit 
recommendation to ensure it has been implemented 
cross all mills. Audit findings are regularly disclosed 
in an unique report to each mills. the reports  
are also shared with management and responsible 
parties.

intErnal auDit

to support App’s commitment to good Corporate 
governance (gCg), the App business Code of Conduct 
(App bCoC) was established in 2014 to set out how 
all employees and directors should behave in areas 
such as workplace safety, fair competition, conflicts 
of interest, fraud prevention, gifts and entertainment. 
the App bCoC handbook is accessible to all App 
employees through the internal portal.

to facilitate the reporting of misconduct, App ethics 
Call Center (eCC) was established in 2008, under the 
responsibility of IAd. Reports are accessible and can be 
made by phone, emails or whistleblower portal. Issues 
reported via the eCC are investigated by independent 
investigators while keeping the whistleblower’s identity 
safe. App also encourages its business partners 
to support this program by whistleblower program 
training and awareness raising to vendors, carriers, 
customers and other business partners. during 2014, 
there were 127 issues reported to eCC. each case 
is categorised into five criteria (abuse of authority, 
collusion, conflict of interest, fraud of company asset 
and violation of sop or system or procedure).

other program designed to support good Corporate 
governance is e-Kinship, an online system to declare 
any employee relationship that may raise conflict 
of interest. every employee has to declare family 
relationship as set out by a family relationship matrix. 
IAd also designed e-gift & entertainment portal 
for employees to declare any gift or entertainment 
received to avoid conflict of interest, underpinning  
our drive for ethical business behavior. 

EthiCal bEhavior
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this chapter of our sustainability Report 2014 explains 
what we at App are doing to halt deforestation and 
improve the management and conservation of forestry 
relating to our own operations and our supply chain.

our work in this space is, in many instances, pioneering. 
In an effort to raise the standards and pace of forest 
conservation beyond our own remit, we are committed 
to publicly sharing our methodologies with our peers. 
However, the extent of our efforts can only extend so 
far. In line with the uN’s acknowledgements, we are 
now calling upon support from governments around 
the world to help us improve the protection and 
management of forests, globally. 

our vision 2020 Roadmap includes four commitments 
related to our fibre sourcing. We are on track, or ahead 
of our targets for all four of these commitments.

App does not directly manage any production forest 
concessions. Instead, we procure pulpwood from 
sinarmas forestry that manages and coordinates 
supply from forest concession owners. of the  
38 concessions, App’s role is to manage and  
support them in delivering upon the commitments  
we have set. App mills import a small proportion of 
virgin fibre to compliment local plantation pulp,  
as well as recycled fibre in the case of ekamas fortuna 
and Indah Kiat serang mills. the variance in the 
composition of the imported and recycled fibre,  
helps App to produce different types of paper products, 
each with characteristics influenced by the type of  
raw material used.

plantation pulpwood from our suppliers is used by our 
two integrated pulp and paper mills, lontar papyrus 
and Indah Kiat perawang. the pulp produced by these 
two mills is used both on site for their own paper 
production and sent to other mills within the group.

our Supply Chain

souRCes of pulp IN 2014

loCAl 
pulp

ReCyCled

52%
36%

IMpoRted pulp

12%
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App supply CHAIN
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EAST kALIMANTAN
SuPPLIERS

JAMbI SuPPLIERS

RIAu SuPPLIERS

WEST kALIMANTAN 
SuPPLIERS

SOuTh SuMATRA
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on february 5th 2013, we launched our forest 
Conservation policy (fCp). this included a moratorium on 
all natural forest clearance by our Indonesian suppliers 
and a commitment to zero deforestation. It marked  
the commencement of large-scale High Conservation 
value (HCv) and High Carbon stock (HCs) assessments  
to identify natural forest for protection, and it also defined 
a need for peatland management and a wood supply 
study(previously we referred to this assessment as 
‘growth and yield), and respecting local rights through 
social conflict mapping and applying fpIC (free, prior, 
Informed Consent).

the fCp is a new business model, developed through 
the recognition that our business, and those of many of 
our customers, will not survive over the longer term if 
we do not escalate the extent to which sustainable forest 
management principles are embedded into the core of 
our business.

2013 and 2014 can be defined by two years of practical 
implementation, during which our HCs, HCv, social 
conflict mapping, peatland management and wood supply 
studies took place within our suppliers’ concessions.  
the results are being used to develop Integrated 
sustainable forest Management plans (IsfMps) for  
each of our suppliers’ concession areas.

As with any new endeavour, we have experienced 
challenges along our journey, some of which have  
caused us delays and others, the development of a 
renewed approach. In the spirit of any pioneering project, 
we anticipate many more challenges along the way,  
and we are prepared to adapt and engage as we continue 
to improve.  

Achieving a culture of continuous improvement is 
a particular aim of ours. What is widely recognised 
as acceptable practice today may not be acceptable 
tomorrow, and so it is our duty to ensure that each and 
every one of our employees, from top management down 
to the forestry workers, understands the fCp and  
its importance to the continuation of our business. 

forESt ConSErvation poliCy
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polICy CoMMItMeNt 1:
App and its suppliers will only 
develop areas that are not forested, 
as identified through independent 
HCv and HCs assessments.

HCv field assessments complete 
for all 38 concessions.
HCs assessments, using the 
revised approach, complete for 
six concessions. 
prepare for IsfMp development.

Complete subsequent phases 
of the HCv assessments 
by february 2015, and 
implement HCv management 
recommendations.
Complete remaining HCs 
assessments using the revised 
approach.

•

•

•

•

•

polICy CoMMItMeNt 2: 
App will support the government 
of Indonesia’s low emission 
development goal and its target to 
reduce greenhouse gas emissions.

Identify next steps following 
initial gap analysis by the peat 
expert group (pet) to support the 
development of peatland best-
Management practices (pbMps). 

through zero deforestation policy 
implementation App will avoid 
gHg emission from land use 
change
formed a peat expert group (pet) 
and undertook an initial peatland 
assessment
through implementation of 
peatland best management 
practices App will reduce 
gHg emission from peatland 
degradation
through best practices in 
sustainable forestry management 
and improved plantation forest 
productivity App will increase 
carbon sequestration

•

•

•

•

ouR foRest CoNseRvAtIoN 
polICy CoMMItMeNts

pRogRess  by eNd of 2014 upCoMINg ACtIoNs foR 2015

fCp CoMMItMeNts
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polICy CoMMItMeNt 4: 
App sources fibre from all around the 
world and is developing measures to 
ensure that this sourcing supports 
responsible forest management.

Continue to procure imported 
fibre that meets the minimum 
requirements set out in the App 
Responsible fibre procurement & 
processing policy.

App Responsible fibre 
procurement & processing 
policy was developed to include 
imported pulp, we commit 
to purchasing only legal and 
environmentally sound pulp 
that has been sourced from 
sustainability managed forestry 
sources.
Revised and implemented 
App’s Association procedure 
and revised seRA (supplier 
evaluation Risk Assessment).
In 2014 83% of our imported pulp 
was from certified sources. the 
remaining has been verified as 
low risk through seRA and is 
classified as non-controversial 
as per the pefC standard.

•

•

•

polICy CoMMItMeNt 3: 
In order to avoid and resolve social 
conflicts across its supply chain App 
will actively seek and incorporate 
input and feedback from a wide 
range of stakeholders, including 
civil society.

developed a process for 
categorising, prioritising and 
decision-making into our Conflict 
Resolution procedure.
Implemented Key performance 
Indicators (KpIs) for wood 
suppliers’ staff with responsibility 
for implementing social Conflict 
Action plans in our supplier 
concessions.
Introduced social sub-working 
group to our Ngo solutions 
Working group (sWg) to allow 
for more focused discussion of 
our implementation of App’s fCp 
commitments.

Integrate our fpIC protocol, social 
conflict mapping, resolution and 
grievance procedures into one 
suite of social measures.
ongoing training and support 
in our supplier concessions to 
ensure correct understanding 
and implementation of our fpIC.
Communicate and build external 
awareness around our fpIC 
commitment.
Clarify and re-socialise our 
grievance procedure.
Review our current CsR 
programmes carried out by 
suppliers to ensure alignment 
with community needs.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

ouR foRest CoNseRvAtIoN 
polICy CoMMItMeNts

pRogRess  by eNd of 2014 upCoMINg ACtIoNs foR 2015
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the purpose of the extensive 
assessments undertaken as part of 
our fCp commitments- HCv, HCs, 
wood supply study, social conflict 
mapping and peatland management 
best practice - was to understand 
the conditions in which we currently 
operate, and to identify areas of high 
environmental or social value that 
must be protected. the next stage of 
our journey has been to combine the 
results of these assessments, and 
create long-term action plans to help 
us in meeting our goal of achieving 
sustainably and responsibly managed 
plantations. We call these action 
plans ‘Integrated sustainable forest 
Management plans’ (IsfMps), and we 
believe our approach is pioneering 
in the forestry sector. Key to our 
IsfMps is our emphasis on broader 
landscapes, rather than focusing only 
within each concession boundary. 
As such, each plan has been tailored 
to take into account the unique 
environmental and social situation  
of our suppliers’ concession areas. 

In 2014 we learned through pilot 
IsfMps that the results of our 
assessments, which all feed into 
the development of the IsfMps, 
in many cases yielded conflicting 
recommendations. for example, 
where an HCv assessment may 
recommend that an area need to 
be conserved due to biodiversity 
reasons, our social conflict mapping 
in the same concession area may 
recommend that the indigenous 
community living nearby has a 
customary right to develop it into 
agriculture. 

intEgratED 
SuStainablE forESt 
managEmEnt plan 
(iSfmp)
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Consequently, we had to adapt our approach to further assess the hierarchy of conflicts arising from the very different 
nature of our assessments, and inevitably, trade-offs have been made. 

How did we do this? stakeholder input was essential. by working collectively with our stakeholders, we took time to 
understand the opinions of each stakeholder group. When it came to making our ultimate decisions on the prioritisation 
and trade-off of conflicts for each plan, we were able to justify our decision using the feedback received from our 
stakeholders, in a transparent manner. In all regions, we have set up a specific IsfMp working group, consisting of 
representatives from various stakeholder groups, to aid this process. 

We had intended to complete all of the IsfMps by the end of 2014. However, we faced a number of unforeseen 
challenges, and spent time overcoming these in order to perfect our approach. the IsfMp in Jambi is the most 
progressed of all our plans, where we are at the stage of agreeing the hierarchy of recommendations.

•

•

hCV STudY
Areas with 
outstandingly 
significant 
or critically 
important 
ecological, social, 
or cultural value.

draft assesment to 
identify synergies 
and conflicts
produce list 
of grouped 
recommendations

Raise stakeholder 
awareness
establish IsfMp 
working group

Non spatial 
recommendations 
agreed
Most acceptable 
spatial scenario 
chosen

Management plan 
document finalised
standard operating 
procedures 
confirmed 

Agree hierachy 
of objectives for 
recommendations

prioritise 
recommendations 
and map into 
framework

•

•

•

•

•

•

• •

SOCIAL 
MANAGEMENT
fpIC for new 
development, 
social mapping 
for responsible 
conflict resolution

hCS STudY
Areas that 
contain above-
ground biomass.
vegetation cover, 
meaning it stores 
a large amount of 
carbon

GROWTh & YIELd
Assessing current 
& potential 
plantation 
yield across all 
suppliers area

PEATLANd 
MANAGEMENT
peat experts 
assessment and 
recommendations 
for best practice 
management

INTEGRATEd SuSTAINAbLE fOREST MANAGEMENT PLAN (ISfMP)

RECOMMENdATION 
ANALYSIS

LANdSCAPE 
MuLTISTAkEhOLdER 
WORkShOP

SPATIAL ANd NON-
SPATIAL ANALYSIS 
& GuIdELINE 
dEVELOPMENT

dISSEMINATION 
TO kEY 
STAkEhOLdERS

ISfMP 
IN PLACE

ISfMP hIERARChY 
dEVELOPMENT

stAges of IsfMp developMeNt
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thirD party ClEaranCE hCv StuDy

As part of our fCp implementation we have developed 
a number of measures to address the issue of third 
party forest clearance. the root cause of such activity 
is complex, and tends to originate from lack of clear 
land boundaries, forest fires, illegal logging, and 
encroachment. We revised our procedures and developed 
the forest protection and security Manual to help  
guide our suppliers on maintaining concession areas  
and undertook threat mapping to identify risk areas.  
We involve local communities and enlist their support in 
prevention and monitoring of concession boundary areas 
too. Above all, we have been calling on governments, 
Ngos and other companies to work together to find 
common solutions since these challenges cannot be 
addressed by one company in isolation.

spatial: HCv recommendations that may affect a 
concessions’ spatial plan will be addressed through  
the IsfMp spatial plan development process.
Non-spatial: a number of the non-spatial HCv 
management recommendations have already been 
addressed within our current operating procedures. 
We have also developed and implemented some 
recommendations that relate to specific concessions, 
such as the management of endangered sumatran 
elephants in a concession in Jambi province.

1.

2.

Identifying areas of High Conversation value in each of 
our 38 suppliers’ concessions, which total 2.6 million 
hectares, was the first step in our journey towards 
sustainable forest management. In 2013 we undertook 
initial assessments of 11 concessions with our partner 
ApCs. Responding to a need to accelerate the process, 
we also engaged ekologika from June 2013 to continue 
the HCv assessments in parallel. by the end of 2014, 
field assessments for all 38 suppliers were complete. 
the resulting reports identify and map the conservation 
value of the land in each concession, and make 
recommendations regarding the management of these 
areas, in order to maintain and enhance biodiversity and 
conservation. following the field assessments, the HCv 
process requires stakeholder consultation, peer review 
and report finalisation. We aim to finalise these steps by 
february 2015, and a public summary of the results will 
be released onto the dashboard in spring 2015.

In our sustainability Report 2013, we communicated  
our intention to complete the HCv assessments by  
July 2014. our progress has been hindered by the length 
of time it has taken to complete each assessment, and 
the lack of resources available. by engaging both ApCs 
and ekologika in parallel, we have been able to complete 
the field assessments in september 2014. 

the assessments themselves include technical 
evaluation, as well as a critical stakeholder consultation 
stage with the community and wider stakeholders.  
the purpose of the consultation is to gain stakeholders’ 
input on the conservation value of each area, and to 
discuss and resolve any issues identified.  
our assessments always apply the precautionary 
principle; if there is any doubt as to the status of  
a particular area of land, activities are halted until 
agreement is reached between all parties.

We have already begun reviewing and categorising 
the results and recommendations of the completed 
assessments. some of  the recommendations have 
been embedded into our suppliers’ current sops 
and processes. Additional recommendations will be 
addressed in two ways: 
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natural forESt wooD

A key component of our forest Conservation policy when announced 
was the immediate halting of any natural forest wood (NfW, also 
known as mixed tropical hardwood, MtH) in our supply chain.  
We reported last year that around 400,000 m3 of this material, 
harvested prior to our february 1st forest clearance moratorium, 
remained within the concession area and under no circumstances 
will this material enter our pulp mills. We are working with 
Ngos and stakeholders to find an alternative use for the material 
stockpiled at App’s suppliers’ concessions. possible solutions 
include internal use for concession infrastructure development 
and donations to the community for uses such as furniture or 
construction projects. A small percentage of the wood will be sold, 
and a proportion of the wood which has suffered severe decay has 
been removed from the NfW inventory table. 

INdICAtoR defINItIoN pReseNt IN 
AssessMeNt AReA
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Rare or endangered 
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communities
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hCS

High Carbon stock areas are 
those where the land has a high 
concentration of plant organic 
matter above ground. As organic 
matter stores carbon, the protection 
of these areas is critical in mitigating 
against climate change.

our HCs assessments assist us  
in the identification of natural forest 
areas, which we have committed 
to protecting. our assessment 
approach was initially developed for 
the palm oil sector by greenpeace, 
golden Agri Resources (a sister 
company of App) and tft, and we 
have adapted it to suit our plantation 
forest business. It involves a 
combination of satellite analysis, 
observation on the ground and aerial 
surveys to categorise the land owned 
by our pulpwood suppliers into six 
classes. these classes are used to 
distinguish natural forest, which has 
a high carbon stock, from degraded 
land and former forest, where only 
small trees, scrub or grassland 
remain.
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However, as we reported in 2013, the approach taken 
for the initial 20 assessments required additional 
refinement to improve the correlation between the 
desktop and field level data. to rectify this,  
we recognised a need to collaborate with business, 
Ngos and conservation experts to improve our 
approach. We engaged Ata Marie, a forestry technical 
consultancy, in addition to tft, to support us in moving 
forward and participate in the HCs steering group 
which was established in september 2014, whose 
objective is to provide governance and standardisation 
of the HCs methodology. App consulted the HCs 
methodology it utilised across its pulpwood suppliers 
with the HCs steering group which consists of Ngos, 
such as greenpeace and WWf, and companies such as 
App. 

In 2014, we have conducted six assessments using 
this revised approach. We have completed the field 
assessment by the end of 2014. Analysis and final report 
is targeted to be finalised by March 2015 to be fed to the 
IsfMp.

HIgH deNsIty foRest (Hdf)
MedIuM deNsIty foRest  (Mdf)
loW deNsIty foRest  (ldf)
youNg RegeNeRAtINg foRest (yRf)

•
•
•
•

sCRub (s)
opeN lANd (ol)

•
•

tHResHold

tHe sIx ClAsses of vegetAtIoN



peatlands store a significant amount 
of carbon, both above and below 
ground. Responsible management 
of these areas maintains this vital 
global carbon store and minimises 
emissions from decaying biomass. 

Within our fCp, we have pledged 
to protect naturally forested 
peatland areas and implement best 
practices in peatland management 
on plantation forest that are on 
peatland, throughout our pulpwood 
supply chain. this commitment aligns 
to the government of Indonesia’s  
low emission development goal. 

our approach is two-fold:  
our Inception phase, which we 
completed in 2014, analysed the 
current peat management issues and 
opportunities within App supplier 
concessions. It identified a need 
for the rapid collection of new, high 
quality data before peatland best 
Management practices (pbMp) could 
be developed and implemented.  
the second phase builds on the 
result of the Inception phase, and 
involves the development and 
implementation of the pbMps in and 
around App suppliers’ concessions. 
phase two will be conducted over a 
two-year period. Initial data gathering 
and testing began in late 2014.

our team of independent peat 
experts, which include experts  
from Wageningen university and 
Research (WuR) centre, deltares, 
and euroconsult Mott-Macdonald, 
have been involved in our 
management approach since January 
2014, and have been instrumental in 
the delivery of our Inception phase.

the second phase of our peatland 
management approach comprises 
three stages and is being led by 
deltares.

pEatlanD 
managEmEnt

38
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STAGE 1: 

Mapping and assessment of peatland cover, trends 
and fire threats. this will include the mapping of water 
table depths across App suppliers’ concessions,  
as well as determining current and projected fire risk.  
this stage is unchartered territory, not just within App, 
but more broadly within Indonesia’s forestry sector. 
data does not exist in the level of detail required to 
undertake our research; maps are out of date, and 
topography data is not available in sufficient detail 
to develop effective plans. therefore, we will use 
aircraft to follow pre-determined track lines with 
light detection and Ranging (lidAR) technology at 
5km intervals crossing the concessions’ landscape. 
the use of lidAR technology, which will provide peat 
data across 4.5 million hectares of land in sumatra 
and Kalimantan islands, is a significant investment on 
App’s part in the data collection stage alone.

STAGE 2: 

the peatland mapping using lidAR technology,  
in stage 1, will produce a digital elevation model on 
a 25m x 25m grid, which will be used as the basis for 
testing and modelling, to develop the pbMps.  
our testing and analysis will include mapping areas of 
peatland cover, peat surface subsidence and carbon 
emissions modelling, as well as mapping of water 
table depths and flood risk across each concession. 
We will also model current and potential fire risk. 

STAGE 3: 

lastly, we will develop methods and pilots  
for addressing peatland recommendations from  
our pbMps, unique to particular areas of our 
suppliers’ concessions. We will conduct alternative 
species modelling, with the intention of proposing 
flood-tolerant plantation species, and we will begin to 
rehabilitate critical peatland ecosystems.

lidAR uses pulsed laser to generate 
precise three-dimensional information 
about the shape of the earth surface 
elevation and vegetation.
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balancing the goals of forest 
protection and commercial success, 
with the development needs of the 
community and local and customary 
rights is a highly complex challenge, 
and one that we actively seek to 
address.

forest concessions are typically 
located in remote and economically 
depressed areas, and social conflicts 
with communities frequently stem 
from their livelihood needs.  
the majority of conflicts relate to 
land tenure between our suppliers 
and the communities in and around 
the concession areas. lack of clarity 
around land allocation and precise 
boundaries remains a key issue, and 
further complicates the process of 
licence applications.  
often the original boundary 
agreements and approvals by the 
Ministry of forestry are challenged, 
making dialogue to resolve the 
conflict necessary. distinguishing 
illegal forest encroachment 
from legitimate land claims and 
rights, through a combination of 
fair judgement and effective law 
enforcement, is imperative.
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In our sustainability Report 2013 we reported on the 
development of our conflict resolution procedure, 
which includes free, prior and Informed Consent 
(fpIC). In 2014 we have focused on strengthening 
our systems, policies and procedures, in response to 
stakeholder feedback and the lessons learned through 
implementation in the field. Notably, our conflict 
resolution procedure has been fortified with  
the addition of a process to support suppliers’  
field staff in categorising, prioritising and  
implementing the conflict resolution process. 

Key performance Indicators (KpIs) have also been  
developed for all our staff with responsibility for 
the implementation of social conflict action plans in 
our suppliers’ concessions. these KpIs will assist 
in ensuring prompt, appropriate steps are taken to 
resolve conflicts. 

furthermore, following feedback from members of  
our Ngo solutions Working group, we introduced 
a social sub-working group to facilitate more 
concentrated discussion, feedback, and ideas on our 
fCp social commitments.

through the use of our conflict resolution procedure, 
56 conflicts were resolved in 2014. A particular focus 
in 2014 has been the training and development of our 
staff in the resolution of conflicts; a strong team, and 
effective processes for resolving conflicts are key in 
accelerating the conflict resolution process in each 
concession. 

Communicating with our stakeholders and implementing 
fpIC, has been imperative throughout the consultation 
and development of App’s new pulp and paper mill in 
the ogan Komering Ilir (oKI) district in south sumatra. In 
2013 we committed to applying the principle of fpIC with 
communities in the vicinity of the mill, before construction 
began on the site. 

our fpIC process has comprised four-stages:

land tenure study. Initial assessment of current  
status of ownership rights and land use of the area  
in question. 

pre-assessment, late 2013. following our fpIC 
standard operating procedure (sop), and through 
a combination of desk-based research, an initial 
field study, data from the government and our 
environmental Impact Assessment (AMdAl), App 
identified seven villages in the oKI district close to 
the new mill, which we consider relevant for fpIC, on 
the basis they could potentially be impacted by App’s 
operations. the communities residing in two of these 
villages have land rights to the area where the mill is 
located.

village interaction, february 2014. during meetings 
with representatives from each village, known as 
the village Monitoring and Communication team, 
App presented and verified the information collected 
during our pre-assessment, and distributed it to 
relevant parties. the purpose was to establish effective 
communication and coordination between the villages, 
and oKI.

Agreement. using the results of our stakeholder 
mapping, we invited community representatives to 
participate in the fpIC process. this involved informing 
the communities of our objectives, and gaining consent 
from landowners. Where agreement could not be 
reached, App revisited our plans, conducted further 
participation mapping, and continued to engage with 
community members and landowners to reach a 
resolution.

1.

2.

3.

4.

fPIC AT OGAN kOMERING ILIR (OkI)
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App is one of the largest pulp and 
paper companies in the world. We 
rely on a continuous and reliable 
supply of plantation wood for our 
pulp mills to maintain sustainable 
business operations over the long 
term. 

In 2014 we completed our wood 
supply study, previously known as 
our ‘growth and yield’ assessment. 
the study highlighted inefficiencies in 
some of our mills and concessions’ 
activities. following the study, we 
have initiated a comprehensive 
action plan to help drive efficiency 
improvements and more effective 
management practices in three 
areas: optimising the supply from 
our existing plantations, through 
improved silviculture practices and 
pest and disease management; 
minimising losses in our supply chain 
during harvesting and transportation; 
and addressing threats to our 
plantations, such as forest fires and 
land conflict issues.

Implementing the suggestions in 
the plantation productivity and 
Wood supply efficiency plan could 
substantially increase the wood yield 
from the existing land base of our 
pulpwood suppliers.
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protECtion anD rEStoration of 1m hECtarES of forESt

setting out our commitment to support the protection and  restoration of 1m hectares of forest in April 2014, we used 
input from our stakeholders to select five priority landscapes to focus on from the ten originally identified. App will act 
as a facilitator, following the pioneering model used in the gsK-bb reserve which uses a landscape level conservation 
model that involves multi-stakeholder coordination and cooperation between business, society and government. In our 
efforts to date we have sought support from these stakeholders; in many cases actions were already underway within 
these landscapes, and App helped to bring  the various initiatives together. A task force has been developed for each 
of the five priority landscapes to oversee the planning stages. by the end of 2014 we were in the process of selecting a 
consultant to assist us in preparing a master plan. the master plan will be used as a guideline for the implementation 
of App commitment, as well as for other stakeholders within each landscape to support and compliment their 
conservation efforts. A final master plan covering all landscapes will be in place by July 2015. 

App’s new foundation model will underpin the financing of these conservation efforts. App has established the 
belantara foundation with an initial investment, but we also actively encourage partners to join us, including our 
customers and both global and local businesses, to contribute and work alongside us. 

Contributing to our commitment to preserve and 
restore 1 million hectares of forest, the  berbak-
sembilang landscape refers to a large area in the 
east coast of south sumatra and Jambi province 
which covers 1,136,758 hectares. It is a combination 
of peat swamp forest, freshwater swamp forest, 
mangroves, and lowland forest ecosystems. there are 
two national parks in this landscape. the sembilang 
National park (202,896 hectares) extends northward 
from the mouth of Musi banyu Asin estuary to the 
River benu on the Jambi border where it meets the 
berbak National park.  the sembilang National 
park is the largest remaining area of mangroves in 
western Indonesia. the berbak National park (162,700 
hectares) predominantly consists of peat swamp and 
freshwater swamp forests.

the berbak-sembilang landscape has been identified 
as a priority landscape for sumatran tigers,  
with a population that is viable for protection. 
other important species in the landscape include 
white-winged duck, milky stork , helmeted hornbill, 
sumatran elephant, clouded leopard, Asiatic golden 
cat, tapir, binturong/bear cat, Malayan sun bear, 
pangolin, finless porpoise, agile gibbon, common 
bottlenose dolphin, and Chinese white dolphin.  
both berbak and sembilang National parks are also 
known as wetland conservation areas and listed as 
RAMsAR sites which indicate that these areas are 
important globally, and recognised for their critical 
role in north-south bird migration.

CASE STudY –  bERbAk SEMbILANG
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CASE STudY – bukIT TIGAPuLuh

CASE STudY - GIAM SIAk kECIL

bukit tigapuluh landscape spans an area of  
1,067,002 hectares, featuring moderately undulating and 
steep hilly terrain. the area stretches across Riau and 
Jambi provinces in sumatra Island, dominated by lowland 
forest  and is a landscape recognised to have high biological 
diversity. Central to the landscape is the 144,223 hectares 
bukit tigapuluh National park where one of the few 
remaining primary tropical lowland forest in sumatra   
can be found. the bukit tigapuluh landscape is also 
known to be one of the few remaining habitats for critically 
endangered species such as the sumatran tiger, elephant, 
and orangutan. other scientifically important species include 
the white-winged duck milky stork, helmeted hornbill, 
clouded leopard, Asiatic golden cat and the Malayan sun 
bear. the landscape is also home to the talang Mamak vand 
suku Anak dalam indigenous people.

Managed using the uNesCo Man and biosphere concept, 
where key stakeholders work together to sustainably 
manage the areas resources. giam siak Kecil - bukit batu 
(gsK-bb) landscape which covers 941,200 hectares located 
in Riau province, sumatra. the reserve is a contiguous 
landscape established in 2009 during the 21st session of 
the International Coordinating Council of the Man and the 
biosphere programme,uNesCo. the area is managed 
using the uNesCo Man and biosphere concept where key 
stakeholders work together to sustainably manage the 
area’s resources. the biosphere reserve consists of three 
main zones, 1) a 178,722 hectares core area designated 
for conservation and research; 2) a 222,245 hectares 
buffer zone for activities compatible with sound forest 
management practices including App pulpwood suppliers 
plantation forest; and 3) a 304,123 hectares transition 
zone for intensive cultivation or production activities. 
the core conservation area of the biosphere reserve is a 
tropical peat swamp forest containing significant amounts 
of above and below ground carbon, a wealth of flora and 
fauna including protected flora species and endangered 
mammals such as the sumatran tigers and elephants.
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intErnal 
EngagEmEnt

We must work hard to integrate our 
forest Conservation policy into our 
day to day operations. this means 
ensuring our employees understand 
the fCp and making sure that as an 
organisation we have the capacity, 
skills and motivation to deliver our 
commitments on the ground. to 
date we have provided training for 
our suppliers’ employees through 
formal courses and workshops, 
targeting the core elements of 
the fCp and procedures related 
to its implementation. looking 
forward, we will continue to build 
long term capacity to support the 
fCp implementation and begin 
to embed fCp objectives into the 
incentive programmes of our existing 
employees.
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CErtifiCation, vErifiCation & Chain of CuStoDy

to demonstrate to our stakeholders that our suppliers follow the principles of sustainable forest management, we 
apply third party certification and verification, covering both forest management and the traceability of raw material 
through our supply chain. this is known as our chain of custody.
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thE SuStainablE forESt  
managEmEnt anD Chain of  
CuStoDy SChEmES wE uSE toDay

svlK (timber legality verification system) is a 
government mandatory certification scheme that 
ensures that wood products are produced, distributed 
and marketed legally, based on Indonesian laws and 
regulations. It is a stepping stone to achieving the full 
mandatory sustainable forest management certification. 
the system has been approved by the european union  
as Indonesia’s voluntary partnership Agreement (vpA) to 
meet the due diligence requirement of eu’s forest law 
enforcement, governance & trade (flegt) regulation.

pHpl (sustainable production forest Management) 
certification is a mandatory sustainable forest 
Management scheme that is independently verified by 
a nationally accredited certification body. plantation 
area certified to this standard already meets the vlK 
verification standard.

leI-spfM (Indonesian eco-labeling Institute - 
sustainable plantation forest Management) is a 
voluntary scheme that includes indicators that examine 
the sustainability of production and its environmental, 
social and economic impact.

leI 
CeRtIfIed

56%

77%

23%vlK veRIfICAtIoN
(oNly)

pHpl 
CeRtIfIed

%

totAl 
plANtAtIoN 
AReA

HA 2,621,643

fSC rE-aSSoCiation 

svlK audit completed in  all 10 mills
leI Chain of Custody internal audit for 5 mills
pefC Chain of Custody training and internal audit for 
8 mills
Active stakeholder in pefC standard development 
working group

•
•
•

•

In october 2007 the forest stewardship Council (fsC) 
dissociated with App due to concerns regarding our 
forestry practices. following the implementation of our 
fCp the fsC has decided to continue its discussions with 
us as we work towards possible re-association. App’s 
goal is to be formally re-associated with fsC and will 
work with the organisation to achieve this.

A key development in 2014 was the endorsement of the 
Indonesian forestry Certification Cooperation (IfCC) by 
pefC. the IfCC, introduced in 2011, sets sustainable 
forest management and chain of custody requirements 
for the Indonesian forestry industry, taking into account 
local, national and global requirements.  App continues 
to play an active role in the continued development 
of IfCC and it will play an important role in delivering 
upon our vision 2020 target of 100% sustainable forest 
Management certified pulpwood.

PROGRESS IN 2014

Chain of Custody Certification
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pulpwooD SuppliEr 
SCorECarDS & SEra

App’s supplier evaluation Risk 
Assessment (seRA) is a tool we have 
developed to screen new suppliers, 
to assess if the proposed supplier 
has the capacity to develop to meet 
our requirements. It is a pre cursor 
to using the supplier, after which 
our supplier scorecard would be 
applied. the seRA tool considers 
the level of resources the supplier 
has, their track record, certification 
and presence and quality of their 
standard operating procedures. 

for existing suppliers, or once a 
new supplier enters a commercial 
contract with us, we use our 
pulpwood supplier scorecard to 
check that each supplier meets our 
requirements across seven areas; 
social, environment, health and 
safety, planning, human rights, chain 
of custody and administration. the 
scorecard includes over 800 criteria 
that every supplier is expected to 
meet, aligned to the necessary App 
policy requirements and certification 
schemes. each of the criteria is 
assigned a weighting according to its 
relative importance.
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PROCESS FOR RAISING AND 
RESPONDING TO GRIEVANCES

In 2014 we received 13 grievances raised by our 
stakeholders. These were received through a variety 
of channels including direct communications with 
APP or SMF management, through our partners TFT 
or through media or NGO reports. Our response is 
to investigate each grievance in accordance with our 
Grievance Handling protocol, and to consult the relevant 
stakeholders directly or through relevant forums such 
as the Focus Group Discussions (FGD). If a case requires 
verification we conduct site visits and/or publish a formal 
verification report. These are available to view on our 
Sustainability Dashboard. Of the 13 cases raised in 2014,  
11 have been resolved, with investigations ongoing in  
the remaining two.

RAINFOREST ALLIANCE 
INDEPENDENT ASSESSMENT

APP engaged an independent third party, the  
Rainforest Alliance, to independently evaluate our 
progress in implementing the FCP. From January 
through to August 2014 the Rainforest Alliance 
reviewed the progress of our FCP and other related 
commitments we made, using specific Performance 
Indicators and Measures. The evaluation was conducted 
using independent auditing procedures, including 
evidence submissions by APP and other observers, field 
visits in concessions supplying APP, and stakeholder 
consultations with affected communities, individuals and 
organisations.

The findings of the assessment, published in  
February 2015, recognised the progress APP has made 
in halting the cutting of natural forest and ceasing the 
development of any new canals in peatland areas.  
It also recognised the establishment of APP’s 
Responsible Fibre Procurement and Processing Policy 
and our implementation of this policy through the 
elimination of one non-cooperating supplier.  
Significant progress in completing HCV and HCS 
assessments, establishing a Peatland Expert Team  
and building constructive dialogue with stakeholders  
are other positive findings from the report. 

Areas for improvement include addressing third party 
land clearance, increasing the speed of implementing 
FPIC and conflict resolution process across the forestry 
concession area, and accelerating the development of 
the ISFMP and Peatland Best Management Practices 
APP welcomed the report findings and will use these 
alongside wider stakeholder feedback to continue to 
develop and improve our FCP implementation plan. 
You can read about the challenges faced in the above 
activities and what we did in the late 2014 to overcome 
some of these challenges in our Dashboard.

Read the Rainforest Alliance report

Read APP’s response to the report

https://www.asiapulppaper.com/news-media/press-releases/asia-pulp-paper-welcomes-rainforest-alliances-independent-evaluation-its-forest-conservation-policy
http://www.rainforest-alliance.org/forestry/sourcing/independent-evaluations/asia-pulp-paper
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the success of our business heavily relies on our 
relationships with our employees and with the 
communities surrounding our mills. the majority of 
our employees live in local host communities where 
our mills are located. employment opportunities 
provided by App are critical in sustaining the 
livelihoods of local people, particularly in some of  
the remote regions where we operate. 

providing host communities with a healthy, safe and 
prosperous environment around our mills is therefore 
essential to secure our social licence to operate. 
ongoing stakeholder engagement helps us to identify 
and meet community needs, and we have a number of 
initiatives to build capacity within local communities 
(see page 56-59).

beyond the direct impact of our operations on our 
employees and host communities, we have a far 
reaching influence through the opportunities  
created by our suppliers and other services required 
to sustain a growing population around each of our 
mills. Although suppliers are selected primarily on 
price, quality and availability, 71% of our transactions 
are with suppliers local to our mills.

updated as part of our Roadmap commitments 
in 2012, App’s employee Welfare policy is the 
cornerstone of our approach to employee health  
and wellbeing. 

offering competitive remuneration and benefits is 
central to maintaining our position as an attractive 
employer. the base pay for our employees across 
all our mills is equal to local minimum wage. App 
also provides annual holiday entitlement and medical 
benefits, in addition to pension provision for all 
employees, which follows Indonesian government 
regulation. We will set up a remuneration committee 
in 2015, whose remit will include the implementation 
of the new government regulations concerning 
remuneration, which were launched in 2014. 

the manual nature of much of the production based 
roles available at App means we attract a high 
proportion of male employees. Although this is  
typical of the global pulp and paper sector, 
encouraging a greater number of female employees 
to join the company is a continuous aim of ours. 
our employee Welfare policy outlines our approach 
to equal opportunities and we offer identical base 
salaries for male and female employees. 

We do not currently have a specific policy for 
recruiting women into senior management roles, 
other than the general equal opportunities policy, 
which is part of the App employee Welfare policy 
and applicable across the organisation. the male 
to female ratio across our company is 87:13, which 
is consistent with 2013. Women represent 7% of 
management roles, a proportion unchanged from 
2013.

Hiring local employees is also very important at App. 
our hiring policy is based primarily on candidates’ 
suitability for the role, and we favour local applicants 
where candidates are of equal competence. this 
reinforces our commitment to the local communities 
where we operate, while also ensuring that our 
employees have first-hand knowledge of the local 
culture. In 2014, 8% of our senior management team 
were hired locally.

our employees are free to join labour unions, and 
our management teams work closely alongside 
union representatives. In 2014, issues raised by 
labour unions included  wage adjustments to align 
with the increase of provincial minimum wage and 
the availability of housing loans. We responded by 
adjusting employee wages across all mills to align 
with the new legislation and reviewed housing loan 
provisions that are in place at a number of mills 
already, with the view of expanding to all mills in  
the future. All our employees are covered by  
collective bargaining agreements.

pEoplE at a glanCE EmployEE wElfarE
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As part of our long-term commitment to our employees, 
we offer end-of-career support aimed at helping their 
transition to retirement, or re-training to develop additional 
skills required to embrace a career change. the nature of 
this support varies at each of our mills and includes both 
internal and external training courses, and retirement pay 
that accounts for age and length of service. In the event of 
operational changes, App allows a minimum of seven days’ 
notice, as per the government of Indonesia’s regulation.

Health and safety is paramount at App. our goal of  
zero accidents reflects our commitment to providing  
the safest working conditions possible. the use of heavy  
and potentially dangerous machinery is inherent to many  
of the jobs at our mills, which reinforces the importance  
of effective training and the provision of necessary 
protective equipment to ensure our employees remain  
safe at all times.

Regretfully, eight employees lost their lives in 2014. 
six accidents were caused by electrocution, crushing, 
mechanical failure,  falling from height and two cases  
were traffic accidents inside the mills’ perimeter. We 
strongly believe every employee has the right to return 
home safe from work at our mills. We will continue to make 
every effort to address the operational and behavioural root 
causes of each and every incident with a goal of achieving 
zero incidents across all our mills.

our approach to health and safety management is twofold: 
we have overarching policies and systems at group level, 
and a decentralised management approach at mill level. 
this allows each mill to focus on the most significant areas, 
in order to achieve the best results.
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from a group level perspective, every one of our mills 
adheres to sMK3, a mandatory management system 
in Indonesia for companies that employ over 100 
workers, to implement health and safety standards. 

We also aim to achieve oHsAs 18001 certification 
in all our mills by 2020. In 2014, Indah Kiat serang 
mill attained the certification, followed by Indah Kiat 
perawang and pindo deli perawang in January 2015.
 
At operational level, each mill has a team responsible 
for managing health and safety in their own way.  
the App Health and safety Improvement programme 
encourages every mill to share their best practice 
approaches to health and safety, to facilitate cross 
learning. our mill safety teams are also reviewed at 
group level to identify areas for improvement, which 
are then monitored on an ongoing basis. examples of 
H&s improvement areas in 2014 include an ICAd led 
programme to facilitate mills sharing best practice 
and experiences in safety KpIs, standards of ppe, 
HIRAdC and fire equipment standards. 

In 2014 the overarching focus of all health and safety 
initiatives at App’s mills was to improve workers’ 
attitudes towards safety. our group level health and 
safety team built a new training programme in 2014, 
the objective of which is to instil the correct health 
and safety culture across our operations. At tjiwi 
Kimia 80% of the mill’s workers participated in the 
training programme in 2014, which includes typical 
accident and injury scenarios. but the training doesn’t 
stop at a one-off course; regular meetings known as 
‘safety watch’ monitor progress at the mill, and an 
internal campaign on health and safety procedures, 
launched in 2013, continues to reinforce the message 
that safety is everybody’s responsibility. 

At Indah Kiat perawang, the ‘five minutes for safety’ 
programme ensures that potential health and safety 
hazards are considered before commencing work 
in each unit. Indah Kiat serang  enforced loto 
(lock out tag out) procedures to improve safety 
in the operational environment around equipment. 
Meanwhile tjiwi Kimia improved employee 
communications around safety with improved 
monitoring of hazards and more regular reviews of 
performance to drive behavioural change. pindo deli 
Karawang received the ‘Zero Accident Award’ in 2014 
from the Ministry of labour and transmigration in 
recognition for the mills achievement of no lost time 
accidents in 2014.

traffic safety remains a significant issue across many 
of our mills, and we continue to provide training to 
instil a better culture. Indah Kiat perawang sends an 
e-memo to all employees to emphasise the speed 
limit inside the mill area, and penalties are issued to 
anyone caught in violation of the limit. 

similarly, lontar papyrus conducts routine 
inspections on vehicle speed within the mills.

our mills rely on a large number of contractors,  
in addition to our own employees. Managing health 
and safety is the responsibility of our mills and the 
contractor’s company; the specific approach varies 
across each of our mills, depending on the nature 
of the operations. one of the key difficulties faced by 
our mills is the high turnover of contractors, in part 
due to the short-term nature of their contracts, which 
impedes our ability to run successful training and 
to build a sense of accountability and responsibility 
across our entire workforce. this is an area we 
intend to work with our suppliers to address. All our 
contractors are required to attend a safety induction 
prior to commencing work at App.

Health and safety training is fundamental in our 
efforts to improve employees’  behaviour towards 
health and safety, in addition to building competence. 
the nature of our training varies across our mills, 
allowing flexibility to focus on key challenges unique 
to each operation. Commonly, our training includes 
general health and safety, fire safety, first aid, 
emergency response, and road safety. the latter is 
particularly important in light on the number of road 
related incidents at many of our mills over the past 
few years. We also offer safety training related to 
employees’ specific roles, including chemical, boiler 
and pressurised vessels, electrical, hoist crane and 
forklift safety courses. 

other communications platforms include the use 
of computer screensavers, posters and meetings, 
to remind our employees on a constant basis of the 
critical importance of health and safety. 

At tjiwi Kimia we identified that a large proportion 
of preventable accidents arise from improper use of 
forklift trucks. As a result, new safety measures have 
been implemented, including daily safety checks for 
vehicle operations, logged through an online system, 
and regular training sessions.

each mill has a joint safety committee, which in total 
represent our entire workforce. the committees 
ensure safety concerns and suggested improvements 
at an operational level are communicated between 
employees and senior managers, and they are 
responsible for regular updates on incidents,  
in addition to responding to, and communicating 
improvement measures. engagement between mills 
and labour unions also focuses on health and safety; 
typical discussions include training, education and  
the provision of personal protective equipment.
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AWARdS AChIEVEd bY INdAh kIAT TANGERANG 
IN 2014:

major inCiDEntS in 2014

attraCting anD 
rEtaining talEnt

best safety & Health Committee Award from 
banten province government.
Award from the government of Indonesia through 
the Ministry of labor and  transmigration for HIv/
AIds prevention and Combat in the Workplace. 
Indah Kiat tangerang was the only company in 
banten province which received this award.

providing healthcare facilities to help maintain 
and improve the health and wellbeing of our 
employees and their families also benefits  
App by reducing the level of employee absence. 
each of our mills has at least one medical 
clinic on site and annual health check-ups, 
including screening for occupational diseases, 
are compulsory for all employees working at our 
mills. Members of the communities surrounding 
our mills are also eligible to access our health 
programmes. App’s health campaigns dedicated 
to HIv/AIds and endemic diseases such as dengue 
fever are usually run in collaboration with relevant 
government institutions within the region.

•

•

our Indah Kiat perawang mill suffered a chlorine 
gas leak, resulting in breathing difficulties affecting 
81 employees and contractors. We responded 
immediately by evacuating the affected area and 
repairing the faulty equipment. those affected were 
provided with treatment at local medical centres and 
they were fully recovered by the next day.  
the incident investigation resulted in mitigation 
actions that included replacement of all flange 
screws, additional Cl2 gas detectors, revised safety 
inspection procedures and additional training on 
emergency response system. 

Heavy rainfall caused disruption to Indah Kiat 
tangerang mill’s operation. Cisadane River which 
flows near the mill flooded and a high volume of water 
breached the barrier which separates the mill from 
the river bank. the flooding caused the production 
line to stop for two weeks as well as affecting other 
areas such as warehouses operations and the mill’s 
main office building. the mill responded by rebuilding 
and strengthening the wall barrier.

App’s current and future success depends to a 
large extent on our employees. offering competitive 
salaries, career development opportunities, paid leave, 
performance management, health insurance, pensions 
and scholarship programmes helps to position App 
as an attractive place to work.  We also provide health 
insurance, bonus schemes and sabbatical leave. 
A number of these benefits are available only to 
permanent employees, and some vary by mill.

our portal, i-suggest, is an important platform for 
employees to provide feedback. submissions range 
from small suggestions regarding components of a 
machine, to queries relating to employment issues and 
performance improvement. the suggestions assist us 
in understanding areas for improvement, while at the 
same time enhancing employee satisfaction and safety. 
each mill incentivises employees to use the i-suggest 
portal in a different way, for example at tjiwi Kimia 
employees are awarded cash for every suggestion that 
is used. the most successful suggestions from each 
mill are nominated for inclusion in an annual  
App-wide competition, the winner of which receives  
up to us$10,000.

In 2014 tjiwi Kimia undertook its first employee 
satisfaction survey, as part of a transformation 
programme launched in March. the survey, called 
‘pulse Check’ invites staff to communicate their views 
on current management and organisational changes, 
using stickers on a publicly displayed board presenting 
current topics. the results will help us to focus our 
efforts on the areas our employees feel offer the most 
room for improvement. 

Attracting and retaining young people remains a 
key challenge at App, largely because of the remote 
location of many of our mills and the increasing 
number of opportunities available to talented young 
people in Indonesia. In an effort to improve our 
retention rates, we offer increased daily allowances 
to employees working at mills outside of their local 
vicinity, and higher incentives and rewards for higher 
performing employees.  App’s scholarship programme, 
in cooperation with the university of surabaya, is 
geared towards attracting top talent to the mill. In 2014 
tjiwi Kimia hired five new employees as a result of the 
strategic partnership.  At Indah Kiat perawang a new 
approach was adopted in 2014, whereby graduates are 
employed in more senior roles from the outset,  
in recognition of their learning from the start. 
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training

DEvEloping talEnt 
for tomorrow

human rightS

by offering continuous learning and development 
opportunities, we help ensure that our employees 
remain informed, engaged, motivated and adequately 
skilled. In 2014 we conducted an average of  35 
hours of training per employee, compared to 50 
hours in 2013. All of our employees received annual 
performance reviews. training included general 
training on topics such as safety, as well as technical 
training specific to our employees’ different roles, 
and specialist training such as negotiation and sales 
training for area and regional managers.

“empowering people performance”, our cross-mill 
training programme focusing on management and 
business skills, has trained over 250 section and 
department heads since its beginnings in 2011.

App’s skill development Centres at Indah Kiat 
serang, Indah Kiat perawang and tjiwi Kimia have 
become our training hubs, attracting employees from 
other mills across Indonesia, and further afield from 
our Chinese operations. the training centres take a 
technical focus, with facilities equipped for training on 
skills such as welding and operating motor, hydraulic 
and pneumatic systems that are typically found in a 
pulp and paper mill. simulations are used to create 
a safe and controlled environment to gain practical 
understanding on equipment operations. technical 
laboratories are complemented with training rooms 
and libraries to support the learning environment. 

the App skill development Centre at Indah Kiat 
perawang opened in summer 2014. located within 
the mill site, the centre is one of our core CsR 
programmes for the mill. A training academy has 
now been established, offering additional training to 
employees once they have joined the company. each 
student is provided with a donation to attend courses 
predominantly focussed on mechanical engineering.  
An internal diploma is awarded at the end of the three 
year course. Currently 19 students are enrolled;  
we expect this to grow with a further intake of students 
in 2015. 

App is committed to respecting human rights within 
all of our operations throughout our business and 
our broader value chain, including the communities 
where we operate. We adopt the united Nation’s 
“protect, Respect and Remedy” framework, acting 
responsibly and with due diligence to avoid infringing 
on the rights of others. this forms an essential part of 
our Roadmap commitments. our employee Welfare 
policy, which is compliant with the International labour 
organisation (Ilo) convention, forms the umbrella 
of App’s commitment to human rights. the policy 
is explained further in App’s framework on Human 
Rights Compliance. We aim to align our human rights 
performance to international best practice, within the 
context of Indonesia’s challenges. 

our ethical business Code of Conduct is based on 
many standards, including the uN guiding principles 
on business and Human Rights. each of our mills 
has tailored the employee Welfare policy to their own 
operations, to express their commitment to human 
rights. our Code of Conduct was distributed in 2014, 
and employees have been tested on its content to check 
their understanding. 

ensuring our operations and those of our suppliers 
are free from child labour is part of our human rights 
commitment. the minimum age for employment at our 
mills is 18, and our employee Welfare policy includes 
specific child labour clauses. our greatest risks 
relating to child, forced or compulsory labour lie within 
our supply chain, particularly our pulpwood suppliers.

Return to work rates after parental leave in 2014 
were 99% and 89% for male and female employees 
respectively. 95% of our male employees who took 
parental leave in 2013 were still employed in 2014, 
this compares to 43% for female employees. 

discrimination of any form is not tolerated at 
App. the App employee Welfare policy includes 
commitments covering harassment or discrimination, 
and each mill emphasises this commitment in their 
Collective labour Agreements, which also include 
mechanisms to report any grievances or harassment 
of any description. there were no reported incidents 
of discrimination in 2014.
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our approach to community engagement is two-
fold: on one level we engage with local people in the 
communities surrounding our mills, and on another 
we engage in community programmes in partnership 
with our pulpwood suppliers by providing financial 
support, knowledge and resources in formal joint 
projects. 

App’s mill level engagement involves a series of 
projects to support the local economy and to enable 
local residents to prosper and increase their financial 
stability. our approach creates shared value, by also 
helping us to secure and maintain our social licence 
to operate. every mill is responsible for developing 
its own community engagement policy, based on the 
Millennium development goals (Mdgs) and tailored 
to local requirements. Many of our mills’ initiatives 
have been ongoing for many years, and continue to 
develop in response to changes in the expectations of 
the community.

our community programmes with our pulpwood 
suppliers are intertwined with our commitments 
to sustainable fibre sourcing. Including community 
development programmes within our conservation 
and biodiversity initiatives helps to educate and 
empower people about the importance of sustainable 
forest management, in addition to supporting 
communities with alternative incomes, to help them 
sustain their livelihoods without resorting to illegal 
logging and other environmentally destructive 
practices.

our template of service agreement, which is used 
during our vendor selection process, has been 
revised to include human rights compliance.  
In addition, our mill grievance system has been 
strengthened to improve the way that grievances 
and their resolutions are documented. furthermore, 
our new sustainability scorecard will be used as a 
human rights monitoring system, which will improve 
consistency in our approach to human rights and 
wider sustainability issues across all of our mills and 
concessions. 

Community  EngagEmEnt

Microfinance is a technique employed to great effect 
within our CsR programme. Indah Kiat perawang has 
applied this approach to strengthen the mills position 
as a centre for economic, socio-cultural and religious 
development in the vicinity of the mill, particularly 
for those who do not have direct employment at the 
mill. of the 120,000 people that live in the immediate 
vicinity, 40% live below the poverty line. the mill 
offers small loans with no interest for those wishing 
to establish small businesses. each applicant 
provides us with a business plan which is assessed, 
and if approved the financial support is provided.  
We also provide ongoing assistance and support in 
setting up and running the business, while the loan 
is repaid to us. to date, over 50 individuals have 
successfully applied for such financing.  

We believe that empowerment is the vital ingredient 
for community initiatives to have a long term impact. 
In partnership with our pulpwood suppliers we run 
community training centres that provide fertiliser, 
a variety of seeds, tools and most importantly the 
technical training to establish their own production, 
either for consumption or sale. our most successful 
programmes support existing skills already present 
amongst the community; we simply act as the means 
to initiate and facilitate community development 
programmes, both at our mills and within our 
pulpwood suppliers’ operations. 

pindo deli Karawang adopts this approach, tailored 
to the needs of the community. Crucially, land is 
provided and through the local farmers association, 
fertilisers and seeds donated to establish a crop 
rotation programme throughout the year. sales from 
rice, peanut, soya bean and corn go directly back 
to the community. In a separate programme, land, 
equipment and training is provided to local farmer 
groups to support bee keeping.  the mill works 
closely with the community, empowering them to 
maintain land and equipment for economic return. 
Honey output almost doubled in 2014, with profits 
from sales retuned directly to the community.  

millS anD  thEir Community
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WATER – A fOCuS fOR 2014

to underpin our Ceo water mandate 
commitment, App is an active 
stakeholder in the Indonesia global 
Compact Network (IgCN), whose 
chosen area of focus in 2014 was 
water. Water is a critical issue in 
Indonesia, where the latest studies 
suggest only 61% of the population 
have access to adequate sanitation, 
and 67% to clean drinking water. 

In March 2014, along with our 
IgCN partners, we launched a 
community sanitation project in 
North Jakarta, aiming to improve the 
environment of a slum area of the 
city. 70 community members were 
trained and registered to collect and 
segregate household waste, some of 
which is now reused as materials for 
handicraft and some is recycled. the 
result is a cleaner living environment, 
reduced breeding places of mosquito 
and lower incidence of sickness 
within the community. 

Working with the Ngo Habitat 
for Humanity, we have worked at 
improving water and sanitation 
facilities in three communities. 
starting at Indah Kiat serang, we 
developed facilities to clean river  
and ground water through 
sand filtration, providing water 
for sanitation.  App provides 
financial support to establish the 
infrastructure and training for the 
community on hygienic behaviour. 
In total, 19 sanitation facilities have 
been constructed, to the benefit of 
150 people. 

A similar project spans across four 
separate communities in the area 
surrounding the Indah Kiat perawang 
mill. 228 bio sand filtration units have 
been installed, three public sanitary 
facilities refurnished and we have 
improved housing water and washing 
facilities for 24 households. Hygiene 
training has also been provided 
for 100 people. In 2015 a similar 
programme will be rolled out across 
the neighbouring community at our 
pindo deli Karawang mill. 



pulpwooD SuppliErS anD 
thEir Community
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located near App’s pulpwood suppliers in Riau 
province, sumatra, the giam siak Kecil bukit batu 
(gsK-bb) biosphere reserve has been established 
in collaboration with yApeKA (the foundation for 
Community empowerment and Nature Conservation 
education). together, App and yApeKA work to 
educate and enable communities living in and around 
the reserve to live more sustainable lifestyles and 
protect the environment.

thE biovillagE ConCEpt

App and sinar Mas forestry have constructed biogas 
digesters in the villages of temiang and tanjung 
leban, which lie in the transition area of gsK-bb  
and form part of App’s biovillage concept. 

before the project was initiated, firewood,  
kerosene and lpg were used for cooking purposes.  
Not only does this drive the use of fossil fuels,  
it also encourages communities to remove trees from 
the areas around their villages. At the same time, 
livestock breeding, a key source of income, results 
in livestock to roam within in the village – a hygiene 
hazard. 

biogas digesters were introduced to convert abundant 
cow manure from the villages into biogas, a form 
of renewable energy. by reducing the community’s 
dependence on wood and kerosene, the biogas 
digesters will reduce the level of deforestation in the 
surrounding area, and decrease the daily cost of fuel 
in numerous households. the residue of the manure 
after conversion into biogas can be used as fertilizer 
for enhancing the community’s farming activity.  
the project also covers education about environment 
preservation, as well as a hygiene campaign through 
schools, community health centres and women’s 
groups.

provides renewable, lower cost energy for 
cooking. savings can be directed to other uses, 
such as education and economic development;
prevents tree cutting for fuel;
provides a cleaner and safer source of energy;
provides a clean and healthy environment now 
that cow manure is put to use;
Improved cattle health through a better living 
environment
Avoids the conflict between cattle and plantation 
owners, because the cows are housed and unable 
to enter the plantation areas;
the residue of the cow manure can be used 
as fertiliser for organic farming and as pellets 
for fishery (fish food), driving further economic 
development within the community.  

1.

2.
3.
4.

5.

6.

7.

bENEfITS Of ThE bIOVILLAGE CONCEPT: 
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this section of our report has 
described a small selection of the  
CsR programmes run by our 
mills. guided by the Millennium 
development goals, each mill selects 
the projects to invest in each year, 
focussing on addressing the goals that 
meet the needs of the local community 
the most. other examples of over 100 
projects run in 2014 across our mills 
include: 

Health screening for employees, 
their families and the local 
communities
HIv/AIds education for high school 
students
Infant health education for mothers
supporting local schools through 
infrastructure investments and 
supplies of equipment such as 
textbooks, chairs and tables
Renovating community housing
providing student facilities for 
technical training
Hosting tutoring sessions for 
university entrance tests
empowering women through 
handicraft training

•

•

•
•

•
•

•

•
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Achieving our ambition of sustainable 
production relies on the efficiency 
of our pulp and paper mills, and 
our ability to manage and minimise 
environmental impacts. our most 
significant environmental impacts 
- waste, water and emissions to air, 
are predominantly associated with 
the manufacturing processes and  
the production of energy on site to 
power these. Within our Roadmap, 
we have set targets to minimise 
these impacts. All our mills employ 
an environmental management 
system, certified to the globally 
recognised Iso 14001 standards. 
our ultimate goal is to align to global 
best practice by performing over 
and above the requirements of local 
Indonesian environmental standards. 

In 2014 we completed a sustainability 
database programme for all our 
mills. the online database provides 
a platform for mills to regularly 
report on environmental and social 
performance. by more closely 
monitoring our environmental 
performance across the group, we 
are able to highlight areas where 
corrective action is required, as well 
as identifying best practice that can 
be shared across our mills.

our millS –
an introDuCtion
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While the sustainability database programme looks purely at performance data, we also use a scorecard system to 
understand broader issues such as management approach and data quality, and compliance against App’s various 
standards including legality, Code of Conduct, environment, social impacts and health and safety. Covering around  
380 specific metrics we use this information to support each mill in the most appropriate way and to ensure all mills 
are contributing towards our Roadmap goals. the results also allow us to compare performance between mills. 

our approach is to maintain a culture of knowledge sharing between App’s mills, ensuring gains at one mill can be 
replicated in others. Competition between mills is actively encouraged, as it helps to continually raise standards and 
drive performance improvements. our mill management teams meet on a monthly basis to share best practice and 
discuss areas for improvement. A dedicated team of environmental experts, envitech, are based in App’s head office. 
this team provides support to all mills to improve environmental performance and drive knowledge sharing across  
the group. 

fuEL SOuRCES fOR POWER PROduCTION
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pRopeR is a voluntary environmental initiative 
launched by Indonesia’s Ministry of environment 
in 1996, which all App mills, (with the exception 
of Indah Kiat serang and tjiwi Kimia in 2014) are 
assessed against. by encouraging public disclosure 
and awarding the best performers, the scheme seeks 
to enhance environmental standards across industry 
in Indonesia. pindo deli Karawang mill 2 successfully 
achieved green level for the  fifth time and was 
nominated to receive gold level in 2014.

While our integrated pulp mills are able to benefit 
from bark and black liquor as a renewable fuel 
source, mills without pulping processes on site 
largely rely on local fuel sources available to them; 
predominantly coal and gas. Wherever possible, we 
use fuels with the lowest environmental impact by 
switching to low sulphur, high calorie coal or by using 
fuels with lower carbon intensity, such as natural gas 
or diesel oil.

Not all energy improvement projects require 
significant investment and savings to be feasible. 
our mills are always looking for small incremental 
gains that, when collectively deployed, contribute 
to significant energy savings. examples include 
replacing and updating equipment, installing variable 
speed drives (vsds) and identifying improvements in 
our work processes. 

At pindo deli Karawang, a mill that requires a mixture 
of onsite and purchased electricity, we now assess 
our energy needs on a daily basis to improve efficiency 
and reduce costs. We evaluate the optimum fuel mix 
on-site alongside the price of purchased electricity, 
factoring in the mill’s power demand for that day and 
any planned maintenance. these procedures helped 
the mill to achieve Iso 50001 certification for their 
energy Management system. In the future we will 
look at selling surplus power back to the national grid.

pulp and paper production requires energy in the 
form of electricity and steam. our mills generate 
their own power on site, with additional electricity 
provided from the national grid, if required. energy 
use at each mill is largely determined by the type 
of product produced and the technology of the 
equipment installed. energy efficiency is a key metric, 
both in terms of environmental impact and financial 
performance of the mill, so it is something we monitor 
closely and constantly strive to improve. 

one of the most significant sustainability opportunities 
for App is the ability of our pulp mills to utilise 
renewable energy from waste products. black liquor 
and bark, by-products of the onsite pulp production 
process, are used to meet their energy needs. the 
carbon emissions generated from these sources are 
considerably lower than fossil based fuels. App is in 
the fortunate position to be able to generate a large 
proportion of our fuel use from renewable sources;  
46% was generated from renewable sources in 2014,  
a figure slightly decreased from the previous year, 
due to the availability of the biofuel.

Many of our initiatives demonstrate savings in energy 
use, directly improving mill efficiency, and carbon 
emissions. At Indah Kiat perawang we implemented 
a project in 2014 to increase the amount of biofuel the 
mill could utilise, in order to reduce its reliance on 
fossil fuels. today the mill uses around 700 tonnes of 
biofuel a day, a level achieved following installation of 
a bark shredder to improve consistency of bark size, 
and a new bark conveyor to increase fuel throughput. 
further improvements to the storage and preparation 
of bark helped us to reduce its moisture content and 
improve boiler efficiency. In the future, the mill plans 
to increase the use of empty fruit bunches from the 
palm oil production with the potential to reduce coal 
use by 500 tonnes a day. 

EnErgy anD Carbon EmiSSionS
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In 2014 we finalised our carbon footprint  assessment 
across all our mills, providing us with a clear historic 
profile of our products emissions. We will use this 
to set a group-wide emissions reduction target 
and enhance the level of detail we provide to our 
customers. 

scope 1 emissions refer to emissions from power 
generation on site at our mills. scope 2 emissions 
relate to purchased electricity from the national grid 
network. In line with the WRI/WbCsd greenhouse gas 
protocol we calculate our emissions from renewable 
fuels separately. these predominantly comprise bio-
based materials such as black liquor and bark. We 
do not calculate employee commuting and business 
travel (scope 3 emissions) in our greenhouse gas 
calculation, since it is estimated that the number will 
be insignificant compared to the emissions from our 
manufacturing activities. Instead, we focus our efforts 
on reducing greenhouse gas emissions within App’s 
manufacturing process, where the majority of our 
emissions are generated.

the intensity of carbon emissions increased slightly 
in 2014, mainly due to unplanned maintenance at the 
lontar papyrus mill. this decreased annual production 
while at the same time increasing fuel consumption, 
negatively impacting carbon intensity.
 
In terms of other air emissions, on site fuel 
combustion creates Co2, No2, so2 and other 
particulates. We are committed to constantly staying 
10% below the targets set by the Ministry of Industry  
in Indonesia. We measure our emissions on our  
more modern equipment using Continuous emissions 
Monitoring systems (CeMs). older equipment relies 
on manual measurements, in which case we use an 
independent third party to collect and analyse our 
emissions. 

some of our most innovative sustainability solutions 
are derived from reducing carbon emissions. 
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the uN global Compact Ceo Water Mandate 
programme, of which App is a member, requires us 
to set an example on a responsible approach to water 
management. It is one of our strategic goals highlighted 
in our Roadmap and a key metric measured by our 
mills.

Water is an important resource that we are committed 
to managing responsibly, as outlined in our Roadmap. 
Recognising water as a vital ingredient for our mills’ 
processes, we must carefully control the amount we 
extract from source and the quality of the water we 
return post-treatment. the pulp and paper making 
processes offer a high degree of water reuse. by using 
the latest technology and process design we reused 
19% of our water in 2014. 

bod and Cod levels (biochemical oxygen demand and 
Chemical oxygen demand), which measure organic 
pollutant levels, and total suspended solids (tss) are 
constantly measured and monitored. 

All App mills will have undertaken detailed water 
footprint analysis by the end of 2015. for the mills that 
have already completed the analysis the opportunities 
are currently being implemented. 

At Indah Kiat perawang, the results of the water 
footprint analysis helped the mill to identify over 60 
improvement opportunities across the mills operations, 
from raw water treatment, through to the pulp and 
paper mill equipment. Major improvements include:

the mill was able to save 50,000m3 of water a day. 
Compared to 2011, the mill reduced water intensity 
21% for pulp production and 8% for paper production 
in 2014. 

using condensate water from the pulp mill 
evaporator, reducing fresh water consumption 
and saving energy – the condensate has a higher 
temperature compared to fresh water, so the 
process requires less heating energy too; 
optimising fresh water treatment process;
Reusing process water on the paper machine;

•

•
•

waStE

diverting waste from landfill is a goal for all our 
mills. With waste generated from pulp and paper 
production, and from on-site fuel production, we 
are constantly looking for new and innovative ways 
to reduce, re-use and recycle. gaining the required 
permits for diverting waste is a particular challenge 
for App; even when a sustainable solution has been 
found we must undertake a time consuming approval 
process to take a project from pilot phase to full 
implementation. 

Indah Kiat tangerang reduced total waste production 
by 37% in 2014. Key projects included using diverting 
sludge from waste water treatment for chipboard 
manufacture. 

pindo deli Karawang ran a waste utilisation 
programme in 2014, focussing on improving the 
handling of waste sludge from the mill’s waste 
water treatment system. Impacted by the high cost 
of handling sludge, the mill wanted to improve 
the quality of the waste material to make it more 
attractive to third parties willing to purchase it.  
the mill focussed on improving the handling process 
to allow improved drying time (a 3-4 day process) 
and modified belt press filters to remove water more 
efficiently prior to storage.  lower moisture content 
provides a product more attractive to third parties to 
purchase.
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for our integrated pulp and paper 
mills, waste generated from the 
process of producing pulp can be 
used as a fuel. this black liquor,  
bark and other residue directly 
replaces fossil fuels, so not only 
does the process re-use a waste 
product; it also reduces the use of 
carbon intensive alternative fuels. 
during 2014 our integrated mills 
produced  67% of their power from 
such sources. 
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Asia pulp and paper’s sustainability Report 2014, 
published in october 2015, sets out our approach and 
performance against our vision 2020 Roadmap and, 
within the roadmap, our forest Conservation policy 
(fCp) commitments.

the content and quality of this report is guided by 
the global Reporting Initiative (gRI) sustainable 
development Reporting guidelines (version 3.1). 
We apply the guidelines and associated indicators 
to ensure we report against our relevant economic, 
social and environmental impacts and mitigation 
activities. We also carry out our own materiality 
analysis, details of this process and results are  
shown on page 22.

this report also serves as our Communication on 
progress (Cop), as part of our commitment to the  
uN global Compact, its ten principles and additionally 
the Ceo Water Mandate.

the report has been externally assured to the 
internationally recognised AA1000 (As) 2008 standard 
and meets the requirements of gRI Application level 
A+, demonstrating the highest level of disclosure.  
We continue to use independent external assurance of 
our report to ensure its credibility and the accuracy of 
our data and claims. 

the assurance statement covering this report 
is presented on page 74. Information on how we 
responded to recommendations from the assurance 
statement in our previous report is addressed in 
relevant sections. 

If you have any questions or feedback on our 
sustainability Report we would be pleased to hear 
from you.

unless stated otherwise, information in this report 
relates to the calendar year 2014. 

App is a brand name under which our products are 
sold. purinusa ekapersada is the brand holder of App. 
the scope of the report covers App pulp and paper 
manufacturing operations in Indonesia. sites which 
do not manufacture pulp or paper, head office and our 
Chinese operations are excluded (our sustainability 
Report for App China can be downloaded here).  
the following operational facilities are within scope  
of this report.

one of the highest priority issues for our stakeholders 
is the activities of App pulpwood suppliers. sinar Mas 
forestry is the management team that represents 
App pulpwood suppliers, currently covering  
33 pulpwood suppliers who between them manage 
38 concessions (forest management units based on 
government forest concession licenses). 

despite not being under App’s direct ownership 
(although we have shared ownership in six of our 
suppliers) we have a responsibility to manage and 
monitor their activities, therefore details of our 
approach are included in the scope of this report. 

about thiS rEport DEfining rEport ContEnt

SuStainability@app.Co.iD

rEport SCopE anD bounDary

Indah Kiat perawang
Indah Kiat serang
Indah Kiat tangerang
tjiwi Kimia

pindo deli Karawang
(mill 1 &2 )
pindo deli perawang
lontar papyrus

ekamas fortuna

univenus perawang

pt Indah Kiat pulp & 
paper tbK

pt pabrik Kertas 
tjiwi Kimia tbK
pt pindo deli pulp 
and paper Mills

pt lontar papyrus 
pulp and paper 
Industry 
pt ekamas fortuna 
Industry
pt the univenus

legAl eNtIty MIll 

http://www.app.com.cn/en/category/listb/id/79
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group EnvironmEntal Data tablE

2014 2013 2012

 3,606,000 
 4,927,750 

 189,000 
 359,000 

-
 9,081,750 
 1,819,936 

 10,901,685

3,377,832
5,151,996

-
329,000

-
8,858,828
2,027,761

10,886,590

3,226,186
3,028,000

226,000
253,537
227,835

8,336,057
2,873,087

11,209,144

pRoduCtIoN pulp
paper
stationery
tissue
packaging
total (excl chemicals)
Chemicals produced
total

tonnes

WAteR total water withdrawn 
by source
percentage water recycled
effluent discharge to river

243,258,925

19
199,093,214

247,313,902

31
198,094,416

238,078,861

29
190,485,061

m3

%
m3

 14,776,456 
1,351,159 

 
4,545,298 

158,411 

11,015,816
3,224,391

4,442,432
66,679

13,701,737
1,359,561

4,649,329
109,914

MAteRIAls total raw material for pulp
total raw material for 
chemicals9

total raw material for paper
total raw material packaging

tonnes

100,705,720
715,372

32,142
104,488

0
17,771,724

119,329,448

33,967,199
65,245,030

222,393
123,258

1,135,871
70,245

23
100,764,018

4,096,733

 97,733,021 
 366,501 

 9,508 
 93,222 
 13,759 

16,509,972
114,725,983

 
23,007,187 
 79,001,567 

 163,194 
 268,021 

 
703,794 

49,573
 38,177  

103,368,821 
 4,267,117 

 91,189,837 
 518,323 

 24,241 
 1,909,130 

 4,889 
 11,147,875 

104,794,296

23,029,866
 72,669,613 

 137,758 
 2,156,241 

 415,583 

 258,131 
 99,251,724 

 4,623,112 

Coal
diesel oil
Industrial diesel oil
Marine fuel oil
Marine diesel fuel
gas 
total non renewable (direct)

bark
black liquor
sawdust
palmshell or Crushed  
palm shell
WWt sludge (compost)
biogas
empty fruit bunches (tankos)
total renewable (direct)
purchased electricity

gJeNeRgy

scope 1
scope 2
biomass

 10,371,326 
 1,055,166 

10,275,009

 9,834,678 
 1,072,572 

10,350,087

 9,588,406 
 840,168 

9,982,444

intensity tCo2e/t 1.37 1.36 1.36

tCo2eCARboN10
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Ch 10

9Chemical consumption for paper production.
10data collected in  line with WRI / WbCsd green House gas protocol.



WAste landfill
Composting
utilised by licensed 
third party
Recycled
Incinerated
Recovered
Reused11

others
total Hazardous Waste

landfill
Composting
utilised by licensed 
third party
Recycled
Incinerated
Recovered
Reused
others
total non hazardous 
waste
ods emissions

prevention and 
environmental 
management costs

us $ 11,196,958 44,572,504

eNvIRoNMeNtAl 
expeNdItuRe

Waste disposal, 
emissions treatment, 
and remediation costs 

us $ 31,988,955 33,504,735 36,537,641

4,912,060

369,606
0

238,819

401,518
34,932

0
0

3,508
1,048,382

0
0

88,983

80,328
0
0
0

5,303
 174,614

 
52,422

335,850
40,889

186,701

337,360
30,639

944
28,236

498
961,117

35,117
0

28,892

48,271
2
0

94,791
29,279

236,353

 32,416 

283,635
70,844

214,072

236,943
37,009

157
13,132

682
856,475

20,094
24,465
53,856

43,688
39

0
53,200

1,199
196,541

 32,874 

tonnes

70
11 started in 2014 we categorised reused, recycled and recovered into one category.
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mill EnvironmEntal Data tablE
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Halimun Mountain 
National park (40)

Rawa danau tukung gede 
Conservation Area (20)

tesso Nilo 
National park (50)

siak River Ciujung River Cisadane River

103.3
291.7

17.2
5.0
4.1

< 20
16.0

113.2

115.7
149.3

-
-

0.1
16.7

2.1
86.9

122.4
174.4

9.8
0.0
6.9

16.4
1.7

157.3

523.1
266.1

0.0
0.0
0.0

12.5
0.0

44.6

230.5
169.9

0.0
0.9
0.0

10.3
0.0

44.3

317.3
249.8

0.0
0.0
0.0

10.0
0.0

56.3

126.8
91.3

0.0
0.0
0.0

< 20
0.0

47.7

81.9
15.1

0.0
0.0
0.0

12.5
0.0

85.7

181.8
36.2

0.0
0.0
0.0

10.0
0.0

31.9

 7.4 
 75.5 
 76.2 

 288.1 
 8.0 

 7.5 
 24.4 
 36.6 

 109.4 
0.0

 7.3 
 10.9 
 16.9 
 68.8 

0.0

7.8
8.0

18.8
42.8

0.0

7.6
3.8

12.6
38.6

0.0

7.4
75.2
48.6

193.7
0.0

7.7
18.0
49.0

119.7
0.0

7.4
81.2
83.4

303.0
0.0

7.6
11.3
35.5

110.5
0.0

inDah kiat pErawang inDah kiat SErang inDah kiat tangErang

pangabuan River

206.9
71.9

0.7
0.1
0.6

16.7
2.4

120.0

81.5
65.1

0.2
0.1
0.1

13.4
1.5

70.4

103.8
113.8

1.0
1.1
0.4

11.6
2.2

429.8

 7.0 
 55.2 
 66.6 

 251.3 
0.0

6.8
42.4
64.2

151.3
0.0

6.8
38.9
60.0

148.6
0.0

lontar papyruS

2014 2013 2012 2014 2013 2012 2014 2013 2012unit 2014 2013 2012

bukit tigapuluh 
National park (30)

12 Air emissions data follows Indonesia law on reporting against this parameter. due to the complexity of the interlinked power generation to 
various pulp and paper making facilities in several mills it is impos sible to report the air emission using unit measurement required by gRI.
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mill EnvironmEntal Data tablE
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SgS rEport on SuStainability aCtivitiES in thE app inDonESia SuStainability rEport 2014

NATuRE ANd SCOPE Of ThE 
ASSuRANCE/VERIfICATION

sgs Indonesia was  commissioned  by  Asia pulp  
& paper Indonesia (‘App Indonesia’) to  conduct  
independent assurance  of the App Indonesia 
sustainability Report 2014 issued in september  2015 
(‘the Report’).  

the  scope  of  the  assurance,  based  on  the  sgs  
sustainability  Report  Assurance  methodology, 
included App Indonesia’s pulp & paper operations in 
Indonesia and those of its key raw material suppliers 
and the associated text, statements, graphs and data 
in accompanying tables, contained in the Report.  

the information in the Report for Indonesia and its 
presentation are the responsibility of the directors or 
governing body and management of App Indonesia. 
sgs Indonesia has not  been  involved  in  the  
preparation  of  any  of  the  material  included  in  
the  Report for Indonesia. However during the audit 
process the text of the Report was revised to reflect 
some of sgs Indonesia’s findings.

our  responsibility  is  to  express  an  opinion  on  
the  text,  data,  graphs  and  statements  within  the  
scope  of  assurance set out below with the intention 
to inform all App Indonesia’s stakeholders.

the sgs group has developed a set of protocols 
for the Assurance of sustainability Reports based 
on current best practice guidance provided in the 
global Reporting Initiative sustainability Reporting 
guidelines, g3.1 (2011) and the AA1000 Assurance 
standard (2008). these protocols allow for different 
options for assurance depending on the reporting 
history and capabilities of the Reporting organization. 
the Report has been assured at a moderate level of 
scrutiny using sgs protocols for:

the assurance comprised a combination of pre-
assurance research, interviews with relevant 
accountable managers and employees at App 
Indonesia’s headquarters in Jakarta, and visits to 
three operating facilities: pt. Indah Kiat pulp & paper 
tbk. operations in perawang and tangerang and pt. 
pindo deli 1 and 2 tbk  in Karawang.  In addition the 
assurance team carried out a review of supporting 
documents and records. the following external 
bodies and stakeholders were also interviewed:

financial data drawn directly from independently 
audited financial accounts have not been checked 
back to source as part of this assurance process. 

aSSuranCE StatEmEnt

evaluation of the veracity of report content;
a type 2 evaluation of report content and supporting 
management systems against the AA1000 
Accountability principles (2008) using the AA1000 
Assurance standard (2008). the specified data 
included the environmental and social performance 
of App Indonesia’s mills
report evaluation against the global Reporting 
Initiative sustainability Reporting guidelines  g3.1 
(2011).

App Indonesia’s major pulpwood supplier at  pt. 
Arara  Abadi  in perawang.
Community beneficiaries of Indah Kiat perawang’s 
CsR programme in Riau.
Ngos and issue experts including the forest trust, 
Habitat for Humanity, greenpeace and ekologika.

•

•

•

•

•

•
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STATEMENT Of INdEPENdENCE ANd COMPETENCE

the sgs group of companies is the world leader 
in inspection, testing and verification, operating in 
more than 140  countries  and  providing  services  
including  management  systems  and  service  
certification; quality, environmental,  social  and  
ethical  auditing  and  training;  and environmental,  
social  and  sustainability report assurance. sgs  
Indonesia  affirms  its  independence  from  App 
Indonesia, being  free  from  bias  and conflicts  of  
interest  with the organisation, its subsidiaries and 
stakeholders. 

the assurance team was assembled based on 
their knowledge, experience and qualifications for 
this assignment, and included auditors registered 
with the programme for the endorsement 
of forest Certification (pefC) or  the forest 
stewardship Council (fsC) as auditors and with 
the International Register of Certificated Auditors 
(IRCA) as environmental Management system 
(eMs) lead Auditor, Quality Management system 
(QMs) lead Auditor or occupational Health and 
safety Assessment series (oHsAs) lead Auditor. 
some members of the assurance team have 
completed the IRCA Corporate Responsibility 
training programme and have experience of auditing 
forestry, pulp and paper operations. the team 
also included experienced sustainability report 
assurers with significant international experience 
of the development or use of the AA1000 As and gRI 
standards including their use in assurance.

VERIfICATION/ ASSuRANCE OPINION

on the basis of the methodology described and 
the verification work performed, we are satisfied 
that the information and data contained within the 
Report  is reliable and provides a fair and balanced 
representation of  App Indonesia’s sustainability 
activities in 2014.  

the assurance team is of the opinion that the Report 
can be used by App Indonesia’s stakeholders and we 
believe that the organization has chosen an appropriate 
level of assurance for this stage in their reporting.
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global rEporting initiativE rEporting 
guiDElinES g3.1 2011 ConCluSionS, 
finDingS anD rECommEnDationS

PRINCIPLES: •
In our opinion the content and quality of the Report 
has been produced in line with the ten gRI principles.

STANdARd dISCLOSuRES: •
All the standard disclosures required for 
reporting at an application level A+ are included or 
referenced in the report.

INdICATORS:•
All the indicators required for reporting at an 
application level A+ are included in the Report.

In our opinion the App Indonesia sustainability Report 
2013 fulfills the content and quality criteria for gRI 
g3.1 (2011) Application level A+.

RECOMMENdATIONS•
App Indonesia has made significant progress 
on its sustainability journey in the last two years 
but recognises that there is still a lot of work 
ahead. Interviews with stakeholders suggest that 
progress so far is viewed as positive. However, 
App Indonesia’s goal of establishing leadership 
in addressing the complex issues it faces will be 
demonstrated by continuing to maintain the vision 
2020 commitment  and further developing its 
accountability over the coming years.

the following opportunities have been identified 
for future reporting cycles to support continued 
improvement in App Indonesia’s sustainability 
reporting.

future reports work towards more extensive 
benchmarking of performance. examples could 
include benchmarking against other companies 
(not necessarily in the same industrial sectors) 
and against total forest cover in Indonesia. 
environmental performance should be 
benchmarked against international standards such 
as those of the IfC or of the pulp and paper sector.
the reporting process in future years should 
ensure that the protocols used to evaluate 
indicators are documented and their alignment 
with gRI protocols is clear.
App should report on the social and environmental 
risks it faces. While risks are included in the 
disclosures related to the fCp, there is little on 
risks relating to other areas

1.

2.

3.

aa1000 aCCountability prinCiplES 
(2008) ConCluSionS, finDingS 
anD rECommEnDationS

MATERIALITY

STAkEhOLdER INCLuSIVENESS

•

•

App Indonesia has in place a materiality process 
that has identified the key impacts for which it 
is responsible and which concern stakeholders 
globally. In its disclosures on the forest 
Conservation policy and Integrated sustainable 
forest Management plans the Report covers the 
most high-profile material issues for which it is 
responsible: the stewardship of forest resources. 
App Indonesia  has taken responsibility for the 
performance of its supply chain in this area. this 
includes the challenges faced by local communities 
as a result of changing land use patterns. this 
demonstrates a high and welcome level of 
transparency.
 
However outside the forest-related area and in 
connection with other stakeholders, the materiality 
process and level of disclosure is more limited. 
Nevertheless App has reported on important 
issues for some stakeholders in both mills 
environmental and social aspects.

the inclusion of stakeholders within the 
governance of sustainability is extensively 
integrated into the forest Conservation policy 
process. this includes working with Ngos and 
with local communities to resolve conflicting 
interests over land between different groups and 
the reconciliation of community needs with those 
of App ‘s business. this represents global best 
practice.  there is a room for improvement on the 
disclosure of engagement with other stakeholders, 
including customers and employees.

RESPONSIVENESS•
App has demonstrated a high level of sensitivity to 
stakeholders’ interests in the forest concessions 
and in relation to forestry more widely. this has 
included recognition of the conflicting needs 
of different stakeholder groups and working to 
reconcile these with the needs of its business.

there are relatively few benchmarks for social and 
environmental performance in the Report. However 
the implementation of targets appears to be 
effective, although there is little explanation in the 
Report of the process by which they are set. 

the language of the Report, while helpful for an 
international audience, is not readily accessible to 
community stakeholders.
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App identifies 10 main stakeholder groups, 
however some receive little attention in the 
Report. future reports should cover a wider range 
of stakeholders, even if some stakeholders are 
covered in less detail than others. Attention should 
also be given to the needs and interests of sub-
categories of stakeholders. App should carry out 
further stakeholder consultations, beyond those 
connected to the IsfMp and related processes. 
this should include consulting with employees and 
could also include consultation with customers
the Report describes the materiality process, but 
its description is not extensive. future reports 
should provide a fuller description of the materiality 
process.

4.

5.

signed:
for and on behalf of pt sgs Indonesia

shashibhushan Jogani
business Manager
september 2015

www.SgS.Com
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profilE 
DiSCloSurE

DESCription SECtion
(page numbers)

rESponSE lEvEl 
of 
DiSClo-
SurE*

f=full disclosure
p=partial disclosure
NR=Not reported

*

1. stRAtegy ANd ANAlysIs

2. oRgANIsAtIoNAl pRofIle

3. RepoRt pARAMeteRs

1.1
1.2

2.1
2.2
2.3

2.4
2.5

2.6
2.7

2.8
2.9

2.10

3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4
3.5
3.6
3.7
3.8

3.9

3.10

3.11

3.12
3.13

statement from the most senior decision-maker of the organization 
description of key impacts, risks, and opportunities. 

Name of the organization.
primary brands, products, and/or services. 
operational structure of the organization, including main divisions, 
operating companies, subsidiaries, and joint ventures.
location of organization’s headquarters.
Number of countries where the organization operates, and names of 
countries with either major operations or that are specifically relevant 
to the sustainability issues covered in the report.
Nature of ownership and legal form.
Markets served (including geographic breakdown, sectors served, 
and types of customers/beneficiaries).
scale of the reporting organization.
significant changes during the reporting period regarding size, 
structure, or ownership.

Awards received in the reporting period.

Reporting period (e.g., fiscal/calendar year) for information provided.
date of most recent previous report (if any).
Reporting cycle (annual, biennial, etc.)
Contact point for questions.
process for defining report content.
boundary of the report
state any specific limitations on the scope or boundary of the report
basis for reporting on joint ventures, subsidiaries, leased facilities, 
outsourced operations, and other entities that can significantly affect 
comparability from period to period and/or between organizations.
data measurement techniques and the bases of calculations, including 
assumptions and techniques underlying estimations applied to the 
compilation of the Indicators and other information in the report.
explanation of the effect of any re-statements of information provided in 
earlier reports, and the reasons for such re-statement (e.g., mergers/
acquisitions, change of base years/periods, nature of business, 
measurement methods).

significant changes from previous reporting periods in the scope, 
boundary, or measurement methods applied in the report.
table identifying the location of the standard disclosures in the report. 
policy and current practice with regard to seeking external assurance for 
the report. 

Chairman’s statement (5)
sustainability Management(17)

Company profile (6)
Company profile (10)
Company profile (14),  
sustainability Management(17)
Company profile (14)
Company profile (9)

Company profile (8)
our products (9)

About this Report (67)
gRI table

Company profile (14) 

About this report (67)
About this report (67)
About this report (67)
About this report (67)
About this report (67)
About this report (67)
About this report (67)
About this report (67)

data table

our Mills & people (63)

About this report (67)

gRI table
About this report (67)

f
f
f

f
f

f
f

f
f

f

f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f

f 

f

f

f
f

No significant 
changes in reporting 
period

explanation of changes 
are explained per 
relevant indicators. 
for this year, it is only 
about gHg calculation 
method.

4. goveRNANCe, CoMMItMeNts ANd eNgAgeMeNt

4.1

4.2

4.3

governance structure of the organization, including committees under 
the highest governance body responsible for specific tasks, such as 
setting strategy or organizational oversight. 
Indicate whether the Chair of the highest governance body is also an 
executive officer.

for organizations that have a unitary board structure, state the number 
and gender of members of the highest governance body that are 
independent and/or non-executive members.
 

sustainability 
Management (23)

gRI table

gRI table

f

f

f

the Chair of the highest 
governing body is the 
Chairman, who is not an 
executive oficer.
Refer to mill Annual 
Report

f
f
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profilE 
DiSCloSurE

DESCription SECtion
(page numbers)

rESponSE

4. goveRNANCe, CoMMItMeNts ANd eNgAgeMeNt

4.4

4.5

4.6

4.7

4.8

4.9

4.10

4.11

4.12

4.13

4.14

4.15

4.16

4.17

Mechanisms for shareholders and employees to provide 
recommendations or direction to the highest governance body. 

linkage between compensation for members of the highest governance 
body, senior managers, and executives.
processes in place for the highest governance body to ensure conflicts of 
interest are avoided.
process for determining the composition, qualifications and expertise 
of the members of the highest governance body and its committees, 
including any consideration of gender and other indicators of diversity.
Internally developed statements of mission or values, codes of conduct, 
and principles relevant to economic, environmental, and social 
performance and the status of their implementation.
procedures of the highest governance body for overseeing the 
organization’s identification and management of economic, 
environmental, and social performance, including relevant risks and 
opportunities, and adherence or compliance with internationally agreed 
standards, codes of conduct, and principles. 
processes for evaluating the highest governance body’s own 
performance, particularly with respect to economic, environmental, and 
social performance.
explanation of whether and how the precautionary approach or principle 
is addressed by the organization. 
externally developed economic, environmental, and social charters, 
principles, or other initiatives to which the organization subscribes or 
endorses. 
Memberships in associations (such as industry associations) and/or 
national/international advocacy organizations.
list of stakeholder groups engaged by the organization. 

basis for identification and selection of stakeholders with whom to 
engage. 
Approaches to stakeholder engagement, including frequency of 
engagement by type and by stakeholder group. 
Key topics and concerns that have been raised through stakeholder 
engagement, and how the organization has responded to those key topics 
and concerns, including through its reporting.

gRI table & Annual Report

gRI table & Annual Report

gRI table & Annual Report

sustainability Management 
(24) & Annual Report

sustainability Management

sustainability Management 
(24) & Annual Report

sustainability Management

sustainability Management 
(24)
sustainability Management 
(23)

sustainability Management 
(17)
sustainability Management 
(21)
sustainability Management 
(21)
sustainability Management 
(21)
sustainability Management 
(25)

f

f
f

f 

f

f

f

f

f

f

f

f

f

f

Minority shareholders: 
general meeting of 
shareholders relevant 
with government 
Regulation Clause 19 
of article of association 
of the company and 
the Regulation of 
Indonesian Capital 
Market supervisory 
board - National 
financial Institution 
(bapepam-lK)
Refer to mill’s Annual 
Report (the company 
will form Remuneration 
Committee in 2015)
Refer to mill’s Annual 
Report, good Corporate 
governance part, point 
3 (Conflict of Interest)
Refer to mill Annual 
Report
Refer to mill Annual 
Report
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profilE 
DiSCloSurE

DESCription SECtion
(page numbers)

rESponSE

eNvIRoNMeNtAl

dMA
eN1
eN2

eN3
eN4
eN5
eN6

eN7
eN8
eN9
eN10
eN11

eN12

eN13

eN14

eN15

eN16

eN17

disclosure of management approach
Materials used by weight or volume. 
percentage of materials used that are recycled input materials. 

direct energy consumption by primary energy source. 
Indirect energy consumption by primary source.
energy saved due to conservation and efficiency improvements.
Initiatives to provide energy-efficient or renewable energy based products 
and services, and reductions in energy requirements as a result of these 
initiatives. 
Initiatives to reduce indirect energy consumption and reductions achieved. 
total water withdrawal by source.                  
Water sources significantly affected by withdrawal of water.
percentage and total volume of water recycled and reused. 
location and size of land owned, leased, managed in, or adjacent to, 
protected areas and areas of high biodiversity value outside protected areas.                                                                            
description of significant impacts of activities, products, and services on 
biodiversity in protected areas and areas of high biodiversity value outside 
protected areas.
Habitats protected or restored. 

strategies, current actions, and future plans for managing impacts on 
biodiversity.
Number of IuCN Red list species and national conservation list species 
with habitats in areas affected by operations, by level of extinction risk. 
total direct and indirect greenhouse gas emissions by weight. 

other relevant indirect greenhouse gas emissions by weight.

sustainability Management
data table
sustainable forest 
Management (27)
data table 
data table 
our Mills & people (62-63)
our Mills & people (62-63)

our Mills & people (62-63)
data table 
data table
data table 
sustainable forest 
Management (43,44) 
sustainable forest 
Management (43,44) 

sustainable forest 
Management (43,44) 
sustainable forest 
Management (30-31, 43-44)
gRI table

data table
our Mills and people (63)
gRI table

Refer to sustainability 
Report 2010/2011

App is currently not 
calculating indirect 
gHg emission since the 
amount is estimated 
to be insignificant  
compared to gHg from 
manufacturing process.

eCoNoMIC    

dMA
eC1

eC2

eC3

eC4

eC5

eC6

eC7

eC8

eC9

disclosure of management approach
direct economic value generated and distributed, including revenues, 
operating costs, employee compensation, donations and other community 
investments, retained earnings, and payments to capital providers and 
governments.
financial implications and other risks and opportunities for the 
organization’s activities due to climate change. 
Coverage of the organization’s defined benefit plan obligations. 

significant financial assistance received from government. 

Range of ratios of standard entry level wage by gender compared to local 
minimum wage at significant locations of operation.
policy, practices, and proportion of spending on locally-based suppliers at 
significant locations of operation. 

procedures for local hiring and proportion of senior management hired 
from the local community at significant locations of operation. 
development and impact of infrastructure investments and services 
provided primarily for public benefit through commercial, in-kind, or pro 
bono engagement. 
understanding and describing significant indirect economic impacts, 
including the extent of impacts.

sustainability Management
Company profile (9)

gRI table

gRI table

gRI table

our Mills & people (51)

our Mills & people (51)

our Mills & people (51)

our Mills & people (56-59)

our Mills & people (56-59)

Refer to mill 
Annual Report
Refer to mill 
Annual Report
No financial 
assistance received. 

local means procured 
within the same 
islands

throughout section, 
multiple references

f 
f 

f 
f 

f
f

f
f
f
f
f

f

f

f
f

f

NR 

f

p

p

f

f

f

f 

f

p
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profilE 
DiSCloSurE

DESCription SECtion
(page numbers)

rESponSE

eNvIRoNMeNtAl

soCIAl: lAboR pRACtICes ANd deCeNt WoRK

dMA
lA1

lA2

lA3

lA4
lA5

lA6

lA7

lA8

lA9
lA10

lA11

lA12

lA13

lA14
lA15

disclosure of management approach
total workforce by employment type, employment contract, and region 
broken down by gender. 
total number and rate of new employee hires and employee turnover by 
age group, gender, and region. 
benefits provided to full-time employees that are not provided to 
temporary or part-time employees, by significant locations of operation.
percentage of employees covered by collective bargaining agreements.
Minimum notice period(s) regarding significant operational changes, 
including whether it is specified in collective agreements. 

percentage of total workforce represented in formal joint management-
worker health and safety committees that help monitor and advise on 
occupational health and safety programs.
Rates of injury, occupational diseases, lost days, and absenteeism, and 
number of work-related fatalities by region and gender.

education, training, counselling, prevention, and risk-control programs 
in place to assist workforce members, their families, or community 
members regarding serious diseases.
Health and safety topics covered in formal agreements with trade unions. 
Average hours of training per year per employee by gender and by 
employee category. 
programs for skills management and lifelong learning that support 
the continued employability of employees and assist them in managing 
career endings. 
percentage of employees receiving regular performance and career 
development reviews by gender.
Composition of governance bodies and breakdown of employees per 
employee category according to gender, age group, minority group 
membership, and other indicators of diversity.
Ratio of basic salary of men to women by employee category. 
Return to work and retention rates after parental leave, by gender.

sustainability Management
our Mills and people (57)

our Mills and people (57)

our Mills and people (50)

our Mills and people (47)
gRI table

our Mills and people (47)

our Mills and people (47)

our Mills and people 
(47-48)

our Mills and people (48)
our Mills and people (51)

our Mills and people (47)

gRI table

sustainability Management 
& our Mills and people (47)

our Mills and people (46)
our Mills and people (50)

In the event of 
operational changes, 
App allows a 
minimum of seven 
days’ notice, as 
per government of 
Indonesia regulation. 
100%

8 fatalities occurred in 
IKp, IKs, IKt, lp, tK, 
and pd pRW

100%
In addition, refer to 
mill annual reports

f

f

p

f
f

f

f

f

f
f

f

f

p

f
p

f
f
f
f
f

f

NR

p

f

NR

f

f

eN18
eN19
eN20
eN21
eN22

eN23

eN24

eN25

eN26

eN27

eN28

eN29

Initiatives to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and reductions achieved.
emissions of ozone-depleting substances by weight. 
Nox, sox, and other significant air emissions by type and weight.                                            
total water discharge by quality and destination. 
total weight of waste by type and disposal method. 

total number and volume of significant spills. 

Weight of transported, imported, exported or treated waste deemed 
hazardous under the terms of the basel Convention Annex I, II, III, and 
vIII, and percentage of transported waste shipped internationally
Identity, size, protected status, and biodiversity value of water bodies 
and related habitats significantly affected by the reporting organization’s 
discharges of water and runoff. 
Initiatives to mitigate environmental impacts of products and services, 
and extent of impact mitigation.
percentage of products sold and their packaging materials that are 
reclaimed by category. 

Monetary value of significant fines and total number of non-monetary 
sanctions for non-compliance with environmental laws and regulations. 
total environmental protection expenditures and investments by type.

our Mills and people (57-59)
data table
data table
data table
data table & our Mills and 
people (60)
gRI table

data table

our Mills and people (56-61)

data table

None in reporting 
period
Not material

As per App’s nature 
of business, this is 
irrelevant because 
most of our products 
are intermediate 
products
None in reporting 
period
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f=full disclosure
p=partial disclosure
NR=Not reported
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profilE 
DiSCloSurE

DESCription SECtion
(page numbers)

rESponSE

soCIAl: HuMAN RIgHts

dMA
HR1

HR2

HR3

HR4
HR5

HR6

HR7

HR8

HR9

HR10

HR11

disclosure of management approach
percentage and total number of significant investment agreements and 
contracts that include human rights clauses or that have undergone 
human rights screening. 

percentage of significant suppliers, contractors, and other business 
partners that have undergone human rights screening and actions taken. 
total hours of employee training on policies and procedures concerning 
aspects of human rights that are relevant to operations, including the 
percentage of employees trained. 

total number of incidents of discrimination and corrective actions taken.
operations and significant suppliers identified in which the right to 
exercise freedom of association and collective bargaining may be at 
significant risk, and actions taken to support these rights. 
operations  and significant suppliers identified as having significant risk 
for incidents of child labor, and measures taken to contribute to the 
elimination of child labor.
operations and significant suppliers identified as having significant risk 
for incidents of forced or compulsory labor, and measures to contribute 
to the elimination of all forms of forced or compulsory labor. 
percentage of security personnel trained in the organisation’s policies 
or procedures concerning aspects of human rights that are relevant to 
operations.
total number of incidents of violations involving rights of indigenous 
people and actions taken.

percentage and total number of operations that have been subject to 
human rights reviews and/or impact assessments.

Number of grievances related to human rights filed, addressed, and 
resolved through formal grievance mechanisms.

sustainability Management
gRI table

our Mills and people (52)

gRI table

our Mills and people (50)

gRI table

gRI table

gRI table

gRI table

gRI table

sustainable forest 
Management (49)

definition of significant 
investment for App 
is investment that 
will require the 
mill to update their 
environmental Impact 
Assessment (AMdAl) 
document as per 
government regulation. 
based on the definition, 
there is no significant 
investment occur in App 
mills within the scope 
of the report in 2014. 
there is no significant 
investment occur in App 
mills within the scope of 
the report in 2014.

policies and procedures 
concerning aspects 
of human rights are 
socialized to the 
employees through 
induction training, 
which took 374.5 hours 
in 2014 for 37% of new 
employees.

None identified in 
company wide human 
rights risk assesment
None identified in 
company wide human 
rights risk assesment
None identified in 
company wide human 
rights risk assesment
Not material

for up to date 
information on cases, 
refer to sustainability 
dashboard on the App 
website.
100% - company 
wide human rights 
assesment carried out 
in 2013.
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p=partial disclosure
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DiSCloSurE

DESCription SECtion
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rESponSE

soCIAl: pRoduCt RespoNsIbIlIty

dMA
so1

so2

so3

so4

so5

so6

so7

so8

so9

so10

dMA
pR1

pR2

pR3

pR4

pR5

disclosure of management approach
percentage of operations with implemented local community 
engagement, impact assessments, and development programs.
percentage and total number of business units analysed for risks related 
to corruption. 

percentage of employees trained in organization’s anti-corruption 
policies and procedures. 

Actions taken in response to incidents of corruption.

public policy positions and participation in public policy development and 
lobbying.
total value of financial and in-kind contributions to political parties, 
politicians, and related institutions by country. 
total number of legal actions for anti-competitive behaviour, anti-trust, 
and monopoly practices and their outcomes. 
Monetary value of significant fines and total number of non-monetary 
sanctions for noncompliance with laws and regulations.

operations with significant potential or actual negative impacts on local 
communities.
prevention and mitigation measures implemented in operations with 
significant potential or actual negative impacts on local communities.

disclosure of management approach
life cycle stages in which health and safety impacts of products and 
services are assessed for improvement, and percentage of significant 
products and services categories subject to such procedures. 
total number of incidents of non-compliance with regulations and 
voluntary codes concerning health and safety impacts of products and 
services during their life cycle, by type of outcomes. 
type of product and service information required by procedures, 
and percentage of significant products and services subject to such 
information requirements. 

total number of incidents of non-compliance with regulations and 
voluntary codes concerning product and service information and labelling, 
by type of outcomes. 
practices related to customer satisfaction, including results of surveys 
measuring customer satisfaction. 

sustainability Management
our Mills & people

gRI table

gRI table

sustainability Management 
(25)
sustainability Management 
(24)
gRI table

gRI table

gRI table

our Mills & people (56, 60)

our Mills & people (56, 60)

sustainability Management
Company profile (11)

gRI table

Company profile (11)

gRI table

Company profile (10)

f 

f 

f

f 

f 

100%

In 2013 we assessed all 
of App’s mills for risks 
relating to corruption.
All employees receive 
anti-corruption 
training as part of their 
induction.

No contributions given.

None in reporting 
period.
No significant 
monetary fines in 
reporting period.

None in reporting 
period

third party 
certification 
and labelling 
predominately apply to 
sourcing and content 
life cycle stages.
None in reporting 
period
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DESCription SECtion
(page numbers)

rESponSE

soCIAl: pRoduCt RespoNsIbIlIty

pR6 

pR7

pR8

pR9

programs for adherence to laws, standards, and voluntary codes related 
to marketing communications, including advertising, promotion, and 
sponsorship. 

total number of incidents of non-compliance with regulations and 
voluntary codes concerning marketing communications, including 
advertising, promotion, and sponsorship by type of outcomes. 
total number of substantiated complaints regarding breaches of 
customer privacy and losses of customer data. 
Monetary value of significant fines for non-compliance with laws and 
regulations concerning the provision and use of products and services.

gRI table

gRI table

gRI table

gRI table

for marketing 
products we comply 
with Indonesian law 
on advertising. our 
global sales offices 
also develop their 
own material relevant 
for their own market 
and adhere to the 
respective advertising 
laws. this is managed 
by the marketing 
division. 
Not material

Not material

Not material
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inDiCatorS DESCription SECtion
(page numbers)

lEvEl of 
DiSCloSurE
f=full disclosure
p=partial disclosure
NR=Not reported

Cop p1

Cop p2
Cop p3

Cop p4
Cop p5
Cop p6

Cop p7

Cop p8

Cop p9

Cop p10

principle 1: businesses should support and respect the protection of 
internationally proclaimed human rights; 
principle 2: make sure that they are not complicit in human rights abuses.
principle 3: businesses should uphold the freedom of association and the 
effective recognition of the right to collective bargaining;
principle 4: the elimination of all forms of forced and compulsory labour;
principle 5: the effective abolition of child labour; 
principle 6: the elimination of discrimination in respect of employment and 
occupation
principle 7: businesses should support a precautionary approach to 
environmental challenges;
principle 8: undertake initiatives to promote greater environmental 
responsibility; and
principle 9: encourage the development and diffusion of environmentally 
friendly technologies.  
principle 10: businesses should work against corruption in all its forms, 
including extortion and bribery. 

our Mills and people (55)

our Mills and people (55)
our Mills and people (51)

our Mills and people (55)
our Mills and people (55)
our Mills and people (51)

our Mills and people (60)

our Mills and people (60-65)

our Mills and people (62-65)

sustainability Management

f

f
f

f
f
f

f

f

f

f

ungC inDEx

inDiCatorS DESCription SECtion
(page numbers)

lEvEl of 
DiSCloSurE
f=full disclosure
p=partial disclosure
NR=Not reported

uNgC Water 
Cop direct 
operations

uNgC Water 
Cop supply 
Chain and 
Watershed 
Management

uNgC Water 
Cop Collective 
Action

our Mills and people (64)

our Mills and people (64)

our Mills and people (57)

Conduct a comprehensive water-use assessment to understand the 
extent to which the company uses water in the direct production of 
goods and services. 
set targets for our operations related to water conservation and 
waste-water treatment, framed in a corporate cleaner production and 
consumption strategy. 
seek to invest in and use new technologies to achieve these goals. 
Raise awareness of water sustainability within corporate culture. 
Include water sustainability considerations in business decision-making 
– e.g., facility-siting, due diligence, and production processes.
encourage suppliers to improve their water conservation, quality 
monitoring, waste-water treatment, and recycling practices. 
build capacities to analyze and respond to watershed risk. 
encourage and facilitate suppliers in conducting assessments of 
water usage and impacts. 
share water sustainability practices – established and emerging 
– with suppliers. 
encourage major suppliers to report regularly on progress 
achieved related to goals.
build closer ties with civil society organizations, especially at 
the regional and local levels. 
Work with national, regional and local governments and public 
authorities to address water sustainability issues and policies, 
as well as with relevant international institutions – e.g., the uNep 
global programme of Action. 
encourage development and use of new technologies, including 
efficient irrigation methods, new plant varieties, drought resistance, 
water efficiency and salt tolerance. 
be actively involved in the uN global Compact’s Country Networks. 
support the work of existing water initiatives involving the private 
sector – e.g., the global Water Challenge; uNICef’s Water, environment 
and sanitation program; IfRC Water and sanitation program; the World 
economic forum Water Initiative – and collaborate with other relevant 
uN bodies and intergovernmental organizations – e.g., the World 
Health organization, the organisation for economic Co-operation and 
development, and the World bank group. 

•

•

•
•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

f

f

f
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inDiCatorS DESCription SECtion
(page numbers)

lEvEl of 
DiSCloSurE
f=full disclosure
p=partial disclosure
NR=Not reported

uNgC Cop 
public policy 

uNgC Cop 
Community 
engagement

uNgC Cop 
transparency

Contribute inputs and recommendations in the formulation of 
government regulation and in the creation of market mechanisms in 
ways that drive the water sustainability agenda. 
exercise “business statesmanship” by being advocates for water 
sustainability in global and local policy discussions, clearly presenting 
the role and responsibility of the private sector in supporting integrated 
water resource management. 
partner with governments, businesses, civil society and other 
stakeholders – for example specialized institutes such as the stockholm 
International Water Institute, uNep Collaborating Centre on Water and 
environment, and uNesCo’s Institute for Water education – to advance 
the body of knowledge, intelligence and tools. 
Join and/or support special policy-oriented bodies and associated 
frameworks – e.g., uNep’s Water policy and strategy; uNdp’s Water 
governance programme.
endeavor to understand the water and sanitation challenges in the 
communities where we operate and how our businesses 
impact those challenges. 
be active members of the local community, and encourage or provide 
support to local government, groups and initiatives seeking to advance 
the water and sanitation agendas. 
undertake water-resource education and awareness campaigns in 
partnership with local stakeholders. 
Work with public authorities and their agents to support – when 
appropriate – the development of adequate water infrastructure, 
including water and sanitation delivery systems. 
Include a description of actions and investments undertaken in 
relation to the Ceo Water Mandate in our annual Communications 
on progress for the uN global Compact, making reference to relevant 
performance indicators such as the water indicators found in 
the global Reporting Initiative (gRI) guidelines. 
publish and share our water strategies (including targets and results 
as well as areas for improvement) in relevant corporate reports, using – 
where appropriate – the water indicators found in the gRI guidelines. 
be transparent in dealings and conversations with governments 
and other public authorities on water issues.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

our Mills and people (57)

our Mills and people (57)

our Mills and people (64), 
data table
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Chain of Custody 

Concession 

eCC

fCp 

fpIC 

fsC 

gHg 

gRI

gsK-bb 

HCs 

HCv

HIRAdC 

ICAd
 
IfCC

IsfMp 

lbKp pulp 

leI

Moratorium 

MtH 

NfW 

peatland 

pefC 

system of physical and documented traceability of fibre based 
products, from forest through to final product use 
 
An area of forest where a commercial arrangement exists 
between a forest owner and a buyer of harvested wood from 
within the forest area
 
ethics Call Centre 

forest Conservation policy  

free prior Informed Consent
 
forest stewardship Council
 
greenhouse gas 

global Reporting Initiative

giam siak Kecil bukit batu biosphere Reserve 

High Carbon stock: areas where the land has a high concentration 
of organic matter above ground 

High Conservation value forest, contain biological, ecological, 
social or cultural values which are considered critically important 

Hazard Identification, Risk Assessment & determining Control

Internal Control and Audit division  

Indonesian forestry Certification Cooperation 

Integrated sustainable forest Management plan 

leaf bleached Kraft pulp 

ecolabelling Institute of Indonesia: Issues voluntary sustainable 
forest Management and Chain of Custody certification 

the halting of natural forest clearance across all App suppliers, 
accounted in february 2013, also referred to as forest 
Moratorium 

Mixed tropical Hardwood  

Natural forest Wood, also known as MtH 

forests characterised by waterlogged soil, with a thick layer of 
peat on the surface 

programme for the endorsement of forest Certification 
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pHpl 

plantation fibre 

ppe

pRopeR

pulpwood

Recycled pulp 

sfM 

svlK 

Wood free 

pengelolaan Hutan produksi lestari/sustainable production 
forest Management: A mandatory sustainable forest 
Management (sfM) system (svlK is the initial step to achieve 
full pHpl sfM certification) 

fibre originating from forests that have been planted for 
commercial purposes

personal protective equipment

programme for pollution Control, evaluation and Rating

Wood suitable for processing into pulp for paper manufacture

Non virgin fibre, obtained from pre or post-consumer waste

sustainable forest Management: the ongoing management of 
forest areas according to environmental, social and economic 
needs 

sistem verifikasi legalitas Kayu/timber legality verification 
system: a mandatory verification system enacted in 2009 for wood 
legality 

paper produced from chemical pulp that is free from wood based 
impurities, such as lignin that occurs naturally in wood 
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